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ABSTRACT

A key objective of this work package is to ensure that the system developments for cloud radar and
lidar observations are maintained along with the evolving operational model at the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).

At the first step of this on-going effort, the previous assimilation system developments for these obser-
vations were adapted to the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) model cycle, CY46R1, the cycle used
at the beginning of this project in October 2019. After successful moving of those developments to the
model cycle CY46R1 and based on experimentation done using this cycle, some adjustments and minor
corrections have been required. The porting, debugging and testing required in order to make the updated
system with cloud radar and lidar observations functional is described.

In the next step, the assimilation system was ported to the higher IFS model cycle, CY47R1, as part of
preparations to include these developments in CY48R1 in order to appear passively in the operational
code when releasing this cycle in 2022. Basic testing of the developments in CY47R1 has been done.
That included a comparison of the analysis increments between cycles CY46R1 and CY47R1, as well as
checking the bit reproducibility of the system when cloud radar and lidar observations are switched off
(i.e. to ensure that the passive observations do not modify any integration of the operational code).

During the project, the system has been updated to use, on top of already included cloud radar reflectivity
and lidar backscatter, for other observations such as cloud Doppler velocity, lidar extinction and lidar
Rayleigh backscatter. The technical developments and modifications for that are also described in this
report.

Finally, summary of modifications and corrections to the assimilation system for cloud radar and lidar
observation to be able to use it in the most recent IFS model cycle, CY48R1, is provided. These were
required because of: (i) starting to use the model cycle running on new computer at ECMWF’S new
Data Centre in Bologna, (ii) running IFS Four-Dimensional Variational (4D-Var) data assimilation under
the framework of the Object-Oriented Prediction System (OOPS) and (iii) corrections and modifications
as outcome of extensive testing for cloud radar and lidar observations done when using still the cycle
CY46R1. Basic testing of the system in CY48R1 is also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Earth, Clouds, Aerosols and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) mission was conceived with the goal
of advancing the understanding of the interaction between clouds and aerosols with Earth’s radiation
budget through the synergistic use of an on-board radar, lidar and a multi-spectral imager. However,
as documented by a number of previous studies (Janisková et al., 2010, 2014; Janisková and Fielding,
2018), the detailed measurements of clouds provided by these instruments could also be beneficial to
producing weather forecasts by helping to constrain the initial atmospheric state required in Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP).

The previous assimilation project at European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
(Operational Assimilation of Space-borne Radar and Lidar Cloud Profile Observations for Numerical
Weather Prediction, Janisková and Fielding, 2018) focused on developments towards direct assimilation
and monitoring to exploit cloud radar and lidar data for their assimilation in NWP models. The project
demonstrated the feasibility of Four-Dimensional Variational (4D-Var) assimilation of such observations
using CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations Winker et al., 2009) data and very limited use of simulated EarthCARE data. The
successful real-time assimilation of EarthCARE observations relies on a number of further tasks, which
are part of this project.

Crucial to ensure that the previous developments for assimilation of cloud radar and lidar observations are
not lost, an on-going effort is required to align developments to the system related to these observations
with operational model upgrades and other modifications to the data assimilation system. Without these
updates, existing programming code can quickly become obsolete to the point that is unusable and in
need of complete re-writes. Ensuring that the assimilation system is maintained along with the evolving
ECMWF operational model is therefore a key objective.

The first step of this process was to update data assimilation system developed in the previous project
(Janisková and Fielding, 2018) funded by ESA to the Integrated Forecasting Cycle (IFS) model cycle
CY46R1, which was the cycle used at the beginning of the project (October 2019) when starting mi-
gration. That represented very important step since it secured that all past development for the future.
Without this, operational use of cloud radar and lidar observations could not be imagined and we would
risk that hard work over many years would be lost. After successful moving of those developments to
the model cycle CY46R1, some adjustments and minor corrections have been required based on experi-
mentation done using the model cycle CY46R1.

In the next, the assimilation system was ported to the higher IFS model cycle, CY47R1, as part of
preparations to include these developments in CY48R1 in order to appear passively in the operational
code when releasing this cycle in 2022.

During the project, the extensive developments to the operational data assimilation at ECMWF have been
done in preparation for the monitoring of EarthCARE-like observations other than cloud radar reflectivity
and lidar backscatter. Specifically, observation operators for radar Doppler velocity, cloud extinction
and Rayleigh backscatter have been included into the IFS, so that observations of these types can be
monitored against the ECMWF model. This required the technical developments and modifications to
the cloud radar and lidar assimilation system in order to account for the above additional observations in
the IFS system, which are also reported in this part of the report.

Finally, modifications and corrections to the assimilation system for cloud radar and lidar assimilation
in order to be able to use it in the most recent IFS cycle, CY48R1, officially released towards the end
of October 2022, are summarized. This is the cycle which might still be ECMWF’s operational cycle
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at the time of satellite launch. Even if the higher cycle is already operational at that time, majority of
experimentations and adjustments for the EarthCARE type of observations as a part of the pre-operational
preparations will be carried out using the cycle CY48R1.

Section 2 provides a brief description of 4D-Var system to be used for monitoring and assimilation of
cloud radar and lidar observations. A summary of the work required to be done in order to migrate the
assimilation system development for cloud radar and lidar to the IFS model cycle CY46R1 together is
provided in Section 3 together with testing and debugging needed in order to make updated system with
cloud radar and lidar observations functional. Section 4 summarizes the migration and testing process
required to bring the assimilation system development for cloud radar and lidar observations from the
model cycle CY46R1 to CY47R1. Section 5 describes work done to include additional observations,
such as radar Doppler velocity, cloud extinction and Rayleigh backscatter, into the system and to check
that they are properly seen by the system. Section 6 describes modifications and corrections to the
assimilation system for cloud radar and lidar assimilation in order to be able to use it in the most recent
IFS cycle, CY48R1, officially released towards the end of October 2022. It provides a summary of
the work done to bring the cloud radar and lidar assimilation system to the up-to-date version based on
testing performed still using the cycle CY46R1 and the work required because of running IFS 4D-Var
data assimilation under the framework of the Object-Oriented Prediction System (OOPS) from the cycle
CY48R1. A brief summary of the whole work package is provided in Section 7.

2 ESA Contract Report
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2 4D-Var system used for cloud radar and lidar observations

2.1 A brief description of 4D-Var system

At ECMWF, the current operational data assimilation system is an incremental version of 4D-Var (Courtier
et al., 1994; Rabier et al., 2000). The principle of 4D-Var is to search for an optimal balance between
observations and the model by finding a model trajectory x(t) that is closer, in a least-square sense, to
the observations available during a given time period [t0, tn]. The model trajectory x(t) is completely
defined by the initial state x0.

The mis-match to a given set observations yo and to an a-priori model state xb called the background
(usually provided by a short-range forecast), is measured by an objective (cost) function. The cost
function effectively penalises both differences between the state of the model x0 and the background xb

0,
and differences between the observations and model-equivalent observations. An additional constraint
to the cost function J c is used in 4D-Var to control fast gravity waves using the digital filter approach
developed by Gauthier and Thépaut (2001).

Using the incremental approach, 4D-Var can be approximated to the first order by finding the analysis
increment δx0 at initial time t0 which minimizes the following cost function J :

J (δx0) =
1
2
(δx0)

T B−1(δx0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
J b

+
1
2

n

∑
i=0

(
H ′

i δxi −di

)T
R−1

i

(
H ′

i δxi −di

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J o

+J c (2.1)

where at any time ti,
- Ri is the observation error covariance matrix (including measurement and representativeness er-

rors);
- B is the background error covariance matrix of the state xb and is based on a wavelet formulation

(Fisher, 2004) to introduce regime-dependent error statistics.
- H ′

i is the linearized observation operator providing the model equivalent to the observations and it
also includes the spatial interpolations to observation locations as well as the propagation of the
initial state to each observation time using the forecast model;

- δxi = xi − xb
i is the analysis increment and represents the departure of the model state (x) with

respect to the background (xb) which consists of temperature, humidity, vorticity, divergence and
surface pressure in the current 4D-Var system;

- di = yo
i −Hi(xb

i) is the so-called innovation vector providing the departure of the model back-
ground equivalent from the observation (yo

i );

The incremental approach is a cost effective formulation of 4D-Var since it allows to use a lower-
resolution model (with its adjoint and tangent linear versions) for the iterative and relatively costly com-
putation of analysis increments. A high resolution version of the model is only used for the computation
of the model trajectory, and for calculating the departures between observations and model. At ECMWF,
the lower-resolution iterations (the inner-loops) are nested within a set of outer-loop iterations at full
resolution. The inner-loop resolution is increased with each iteration of the outer-loop using ’multi-
resolution’ extension to the incremental method (Veerse and Thépaut, 1998). The cost of the inner-loops
depends not only on the resolution, but also on the complexity of the inner-loop model, e.g. the use of
simpler or more complete representations of the physical processes (Janisková and Lopez, 2013).
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2.2 Data flow in 4D-Var system

Figure 2.1 illustrates the flow of data in 4D-Var system when using cloud radar and lidar observations.
Starting from the model background represented by temperature, humidity, vorticity, divergence and
surface pressure and using the linearized model dynamics and “dry” physical parametrization represented
by vertical diffusion, radiation and orographic and non-orographic gravity wave drag, updated fields of
temperature, humidity and wind components together with their tendencies are obtained. The linearized
cloud scheme with input from the convection scheme provides then the perturbations in cloud liquid
and ice water content which are passed to the linearized observation operator for cloud radar reflectivity
and lidar backscatter. Using information provided by observations and their model equivalents, the
observation cost function J o is constructed. To minimize the cost function, the gradient of the cost
function needs to be computed. In the backward calculation, the gradient of the cost function with
respect to the control variables is calculated using first the adjoint of of observation operator routine
for cloud radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter to obtain the gradient with respect to the cloud liquid
and ice water contents. The latter is then passed to the adjoint of the cloud and convection schemes
and used to compute the cloud contribution to the gradient with respect to temperature and specific
humidity. Through the adjoint of dry physical parametrization and model dynamics, also the gradient
with respect to wind is computed together with updating the gradient with respect to temperature and
specific humidity. The final gradient of the observation cost function with respect to the model state
variables is transformed to the control–vector variables and passed together with the gradient of the
background cost function to the minimization algorithm. Minimization provides the analysis increments
δxa

0 to be added to the background xb
0 in order to obtain the model analysis.

Figure 2.1: Diagram displaying data flow in 4D-Var system from the model background to the model analysis when
using cloud radar and lidar observations.

As it can be seen from the flow diagram of Fig. 2.1, the control variables in the 4D–Var are temperature,
humidity, vorticity, divergence and surface pressure. The cloud gradients computed by the adjoint of the
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moist parametrizations contribute directly to the gradients in temperature and humidity, and indirectly
to the gradients in the other control variables, i.e. wind, through the coupling which takes place in the
4D–Var. At the moment, the cloud variables are not used as the control variables of 4D-Var system used
at ECMWF. As a consequence the cloud–related observations can only impact the model indirectly as
described above. Figure 2.2 then shows how the departures of the model equivalent from cloud radar
and lidar observations are propagated by 4D-Var system in the steps displayed in Fig. 2.1 to analysis
increments of the control variables.

Figure 2.2: Diagram displaying on sample of crossections how increments (the departures of the model equivalent
from observations) from cloud radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter are propagated by 4D-Var system to analysis
increments of the control variables through the steps displayed in Fig. 2.1.

2.3 Observation pre-processing and handling

For any observational data to be assimilated in the ECMWF operational system it must first be con-
verted to Binary Universal Form (BUFR). A framework for converting radar and lidar data to BUFR was
established in Fielding and Janisková (2017), but requires modifications to account for the additional
observation types considered in this project. The conversion from the data’s source format to BUFR is
designed to be as close to a one-to-one mapping as possible and any differences in the context of the data
should be limited to initial quality checks and reductions in precision to limit file sizes. In addition to
developments related to BUFR, updates to the Observation Data Base (ODB) are also required. Whereas
BUFR is optimised for the efficient storage of data, the role of the ODB is to provide fast I/O to the
assimilation system on all observation related data. In this section, a brief overview of BUFR and ODB
formats is provided before the new developments for additional observations are presented.
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2.3.1 BUFR definitions

BUFR is a World Meteorological Organization (WMO) standard for transmitting and storing observa-
tions of all kinds of meteorological data. Its flexibility lies with its use of ‘data descriptors’, which are
used to access data values. Metadata is stored in external table files. Variables stored within BUFR must
be selected from a finite pre-existing list of observation types. New variable types must be approved by
WMO. The list of data descriptors for each observation type is known as a ‘BUFR sequence’. Many of
the descriptors are generic, such as the time and geolocation descriptors, however the more specific de-
scriptors, such as different radar and lidar descriptors, will need to be approved by WMO for operational
use.

Each BUFR descriptor has a unique 6 digit code in the format FXXYYY, where F determines the type of
descriptor, X determines the class of the descriptor and Y determines the name of the descriptor within
its class. There are four types of descriptors: the most common are element descriptors (F=0), which
are used to convey either meta-data or numerical data. The other types of descriptors are used to manip-
ulate either data or the BUFR sequence itself. Replication descriptors (F=1) create loop-like structures
in the BUFR template to allow descriptors to be repeated without the need for repeating the element
descriptor explicitly. If Y=0, the replication descriptors are ”delayed” and the number of replications
needs to be provided by a subsequent elemental descriptor. Operator descriptors (F=2) perform actions
on elemental descriptors, such as adding additional bits. Finally sequence descriptors (F=3) correspond
to sequences of element descriptors that are often repeated. Sequence descriptors are not necessary, but
can significantly reduce the size of the BUFR file if used wisely.

Table 2.1 shows the BUFR sequence created for space-borne radar observations with new descriptors
for Doppler velocity and Doppler velocity uncertainty included on top of descriptors for Cloud radar
reflectivity, Cloud radar uncertainty already defined by the previous assimilation project (Janisková and
Fielding, 2018). In addition to their code, each descriptor has a scale, reference and width value that
describes how the data is encoded to binary and vica versa. The scale determines the precision of the
stored data, while the width and reference determine the range of the data. Specifically, the data is
encoded by allocating a range of integers, I, from 1 to 2width to data values, R, so that:

R = (I+ reference)10−scale (2.2)

The corresponding BUFR sequence for space-borne HSRL observations is shown in Table 2.2. There
are many similarities to the cloud radar BUFR sequence, with the main differences being the observation
variables, such as lidar backscatter. For cloud extinction, we re-use the ‘Extinction coefficient’ descriptor
originally included for aerosol observations. New descriptors include the Rayleigh backscatter and Mie
co-polar backscatter.

2.3.2 ODB definitions

While BUFR is extremely efficient for storing data, a different format with fast I/O is required for oper-
ational data assimilation. At ECMWF, the ODB is ‘in-house’ data storage software to allow the 4D-Var
system within IFS to store and access data. ODB is formulated on fast and efficient Structured Query
Language (SQL) to define and retrieve observational data. There is no unique centralized ODB database:
a new ODB is created each analysis time a 4D-Var analysis is made. Each ODB is stored locally in
the ECFS (ECMWF’s File Storage System) for post-processing and evaluation. Any new ODB vari-
able name codes must be approved by the ‘ODB Governance’ to ensure consistency between ECMWF,
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F-X-Y Description Scale Ref. Width Units Comment
0 01 007 Satellite identifier 0 0 10 satID=TBD
0 02 019 Satellite instruments 0 0 11 instrumentID=TBD
3 01 011 Year, month, day ‘profileTime’
3 01 013 Hour, minute, second ‘profileTime’
3 01 021 Latitude / Longitude

(high accuracy)
‘longitude’ and ‘lati-
tude’

0 10 033 Altitude (Platform to El-
lipsoid)

1 0 27 m

0 02 153 Satellite Channel Centre
Frequency

-8 0 26 Hz 94 GHz

0 25 182 L1 processing flag
0 25 181 L2 processing flag
0 21 197 Height 0 -1000 17 m
0 21 192 Cloud radar reflectivity 2 -9000 15 dBZ ‘radarReflectivityFactor’
0 21 193 Cloud radar reflectivity

uncertainty
2 0 9 dB see text

0 21 198 Doppler velocity 2 -20 11 m s−1

0 21 199 Doppler velocity uncer-
tainty

2 -20 11 m s−1

0 21 194 Data classification type 0 0 4 CODE TABLE 0 Surface
1 Cloud likely

2 Cloud probable
3 Cloud possible

4 Unclassified
15 Missing value

0 33 003 Quality information CODE TABLE
0 08 049 Number of observations
0 21 195 Cloud fraction 3 0 11

Table 2.1: Proposed BUFR sequence for cloud radar observations.
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Code Description Scale Ref. Width Units Comment
0 01 007 Satellite identifier 0 0 10 satID=787
0 02 019 Satellite instruments 0 0 11 instrumentID=303
0 02 153 Satellite Channel wave-

length
9 0 16 m

3 01 011 Year, month, day
3 01 013 Hour, minute, second
3 01 021 Latitude / Longitude

(high accuracy)
0 10 033 Altitude (Platform to El-

lipsoid)
1 0 27 m

0 25 182 L1 processing flag
0 25 181 L2 processing flag
0 21 197 Height 0 -1000 17 m
0 21 206 Total attenuated

backscatter
2 -9000 15 m−1 sr−1 Range: 0 to

0.1 m−1 sr−1

0 21 207 Uncertainty in total at-
tenuated backscatter

2 -9000 15 m−1 sr−1 Range: 0 to
0.1 m−1 sr−1

0 15 067 Extinction coefficient 9 0 30 m−1 Range: 0 to 0.1 m−1

0 15 068 Uncertainty in extinction
coefficient

9 0 30 m−1 Range: 0 to 0.1 m−1

0 21 204 Rayleigh Attenuated
Backscatter

2 -9000 15 m−1 sr−1 Range: 0 to
0.1 m−1 sr−1

0 21 205 Uncertainty in Rayleigh
attenuated backscatter

2 -9000 15 m−1 sr−1 Range: 0 to
0.1 m−1 sr−1

0 21 202 Mie Copolar Attenuated
Backscatter

2 -9000 15 m−1 sr−1 Range: 0 to
0.1 m−1 sr−1

0 21 203 Uncertainty in Mie
Copolar Attenuated
Backscatter

2 -9000 15 m−1 sr−1 Range: 0 to
0.1 m−1 sr−1

0 21 194 Data classification type 0 0 4 CODE TABLE 0 Surface
1 Cloud

2 Aerosol
3 Unclassified

15 Missing value
0 33 003 Quality information CODE TABLE
0 08 049 Number of observations
0 21 195 Cloud fraction 3 0 11

Table 2.2: Proposed BUFR sequence for space-borne HSRL observations.
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member states and collaborators.

The ODB contains all the input data that is needed by the data assimilation system. Most data is stored in
either a header (hdr) entry or a body entry (see left-hand side of Fig. 2.3). Header data typically consists
of geolocation and instrument meta-data, while body data are observations or their meta-data. All body
entries are linked to a header entry. For radar and lidar observations, the hdr contains the lat, lon and
time the observations were taken. The observation value to be assimilated is stored within the ‘obsvalue’
variable within the body, alongside information needed for assimilation such as the observation error,
screening status and bias correction. To identify the observation, each observation type has a unique
variable number, ‘varno’, which tells the 4D-Var system which observation operator must be used to
produce the model-equivalent.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of hdr and body storage within the ODB.

The total observation error is stored in ‘final obs error’, but a breakdown of the error into representativ-
ity error, measurement error and forward model error is made possible by the inclusion of ‘obs error’
and ‘repres error’, which will be useful for the analysis of experiments. Also useful for analysis are the
‘standard deviation’,‘n obs’ and ‘cloud fraction’ variables. Note that much of the ODB variable defini-
tions framework for CALIPSO observations (Table 2.4) is identical to that for CloudSat (Table 2.3), the
interpretation of some variables differs, such as the ‘datum status’ variable, which will contain different
flags.

2.3.3 Screening criteria

Preventing observations that may degrade the analysis from being assimilated is an important component
of the observation pre-processing system. Known as ‘screening’, the selection of which observations to
enter the minimization is achieved by checking each observation against a set of screening flags. The
screening flags are represented as individual bits in an integer variable that is stored in the odb as the
‘datum status’ and archived for diagnostic purposes.

Table 2.5 shows the various screening flags and associated bitfields for both radar reflectivity and Doppler
velocity observations. The first 9 flags are generic for all observation types, for example if the observation
is missing or if the observation is out of expected bounds. The last three are specific to cloud radar
observations: the ‘low CF’ flag is used when either the model or superob cloud fraction is below a
threshold, the ‘mscat’ flag is used when multiple-scattering is suspected using the criteria in Fielding and
Janisková (2017) and the ‘FG low’ flag is used when the forward modelled value is below the sensitivity
of the instrument. The Doppler velocity sensitivity is obtained by checking the corresponding radar
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Varname Parent Dimension Description
obsvalue body model levels (vertco type 5) Radar reflectivity averaged to model

grid and level
biascorr body model levels (vertco type=5) offline bias correction to be applied

to radar reflectivity
datum status body model levels (vertco type=5) flag for storing screen-

ing/blacklisting/quality control
information

clreflvalue body model levels (vertco type=5) Model equivalent radar reflectivity
clreflvaluetl body model levels (vertco type=5) Tangent linear variable for radar re-

flectivity
clreflvaluead body model levels (vertco type=5) Adjoint variable for radar reflectivity
report clreflflag body model levels (vertco type=5) Flag for storing quality control infor-

mation related to model equilavent
standard deviation superobs model levels (vertco type=5) Standard deviation of radar reflectiv-

ity within model grid and level
n obs superobs model levels (vertco type=5) number of samples used to compute

obsvalue and standard deviation
cloud fraction superobs model levels (vertco type=5) number of cloudy points defined by

cloud mask divided by number of
samples

repres error errstat model levels (vertco type=5) Flow dependent representativity er-
ror

obs error errstat model levels (vertco type=5) Measurement error
final obs error errstat model levels (vertco type=5) Combination of meaurement, repre-

sentativity and forward model error
surface pressure modsurf scalar background surface pressure from

model
lat hdr scalar Average latitude of observations
lon hdr scalar Average longitude of observations
stalt hdr scalar Height of satellite above sea level

Table 2.3: Selected ODB variable definitions for CloudSat observations.
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Varname Parent Dimension Description
obsvalue body model levels (vertco type=5) Lidar backscatter averaged to model

grid and level
biascorr body model levels (vertco type=5) offline bias correction to be applied

to lidar backscatter
datum status body model levels (vertco type=5) flag for storing screen-

ing/blacklisting/quality control
information

clbscvalue body model levels (vertco type=5) Model equivalent lidar backscatter
clbscvaluetl body model levels (vertco type=5) Tangent linear variable for lidar

backscatter
clbscvaluead body model levels (vertco type=5) Adjoint variable for lidar backscatter
report clbscflag body model levels (vertco type=5) Flag for storing quality control infor-

mation related to model equilavent
standard deviation superobs model levels (vertco type=5) Standard deviation of lidar backscat-

ter within model grid and level
n obs superobs model levels (vertco type=5) number of samples used to compute

obsvalue and standard deviation
cloud fraction superobs model levels (vertco type=5) number of cloudy points defined by

cloud mask divided by number of
samples

repres error errstat model levels (vertco type=5) Flow dependent representativity er-
ror

obs error errstat model levels (vertco type=5) Measurement error
final obs error errstat model levels (vertco type=5) Combination of meaurement, repre-

sentativity and forward model error
surface pressure modsurf scalar background surface pressure from

model
lat hdr scalar Average latitude of observations
lon hdr scalar Average longitude of observations
stalt hdr scalar Height of satellite above sea level

Table 2.4: Selected ODB variable definitions for CALIPSO observations.
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reflectivity value minimum sensitivity.

Bitfield Key Description
Radar reflectivity (CLREF)

0 NRAD CLREF ACTIVE Observation active if no other bits set
1 NRAD CLREF OBS Observed clref out of bounds
2 NRAD CLREF NEGATIVE Q Negative Q in model profile
3 NRAD CLREF NO OBS No obs for this grid point (GP-space only)
4 NRAD CLREF NO GRID No grid point for this obs
5 NRAD CLREF PASSIVE Passive observation
6 NRAD CLREF MISSING Observation value is missing (=RMDI)
7 NRAD CLREF LAST TIMESTEP Last timestep,when TL/AD gp model

doesn’t run
8 NRAD CLREF FG DEPARTURE FG departure outside limit
9 NRAD CLREF LOW CF Low model or obs cloud fraction
10 NRAD CLREF MSCAT Multiple-scattering
11 NRAD CLREF FG LOW Low FG value (below sensitivity)

Radar Doppler velocity (CLDOP)
0 NRAD CLDOP ACTIVE Observation active if no other bits set
1 NRAD CLDOP OBS Observed cldop out of bounds
2 NRAD CLDOP NEGATIVE Q Negative Q in model profile
3 NRAD CLDOP NO OBS No obs for this grid point (GP-space only)
4 NRAD CLDOP NO GRID No grid point for this obs
5 NRAD CLDOP PASSIVE Passive observation
6 NRAD CLDOP MISSING Observation value is missing (=RMDI)
7 NRAD CLDOP LAST TIMESTEP Last timestep,when TL/AD gp model

doesn’t run
8 NRAD CLDOP FG DEPARTURE FG departure outside limit
9 NRAD CLDOP LOW CF Low model or obs cloud fraction
10 NRAD CLDOP MSCAT Multiple-scattering
11 NRAD CLDOP FG LOW Low FG value (below sensitivity)

Table 2.5: Screening flags for cloud radar observations.

For the lidar screening flags (Table 2.6), the first 10 flags are the same as for the radar observations
(although the criteria for applying them might be different). As for the radar Doppler velocity obser-
vations, the sensitivity flag for the cloud extinction observation relies on a threshold in total attenuated
backscatter. For the Rayleigh backscatter there are two additional flags for indicating if there are either
no clouds in the observations or no clouds in the model. These flags could be useful for preventing spu-
rious increments in temperature or pressure from assimilating Rayleigh backscatter when the model and
observations disagree on the presence of clouds.
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Bitfield Key Description
Lidar backscatter (CLBSC)

0 NLID CLBSC ACTIVE Observation active if no other bits set
1 NLID CLBSC OBS Observed CLBSC out of bounds
2 NLID CLBSC NEGATIVE Q Negative Q in model profile
3 NLID CLBSC NO OBS No obs for this grid point (GP-space only)
4 NLID CLBSC NO GRID No grid point for this obs
5 NLID CLBSC PASSIVE Passive observation
6 NLID CLBSC MISSING Observation value is missing (=RMDI)
7 NLID CLBSC LAST TIMESTEP Last timestep,when TL/AD gp model

doesn’t run
8 NLID CLBSC FG DEPARTURE FG departure outside limit
9 NLID CLBSC LOW CF Low model or obs cloud fraction
10 NLID CLBSC FG LOW Low FG value (below sensitivity)
11 NLID CLBSC ATT HIGH Suspected excessive attenuation

Lidar cloud extinction (CLEXT)
0 NLID CLEXT ACTIVE Observation active if no other bits set
1 NLID CLEXT OBS Observed CLEXT out of bounds
2 NLID CLEXT NEGATIVE Q Negative Q in model profile
3 NLID CLEXT NO OBS No obs for this grid point (GP-space only)
4 NLID CLEXT NO GRID No grid point for this obs
5 NLID CLEXT PASSIVE Passive observation
6 NLID CLEXT MISSING Observation value is missing (=RMDI)
7 NLID CLEXT LAST TIMESTEP Last timestep,when TL/AD gp model

doesn’t run
8 NLID CLEXT FG DEPARTURE FG departure outside limit
9 NLID CLEXT LOW CF Low model or obs cloud fraction
10 NLID CLEXT BSC LOW Corresponding backscatter below sensi-

tivity
11 NLID CLEXT FG LOW Low FG value (below sensitivity)

Lidar rayleigh backscatter (CLRBSC)
0 NLID CLRBSC ACTIVE Observation active if no other bits set
1 NLID CLRBSC OBS Observed CLRBSC out of bounds
2 NLID CLRBSC NEGATIVE Q Negative Q in model profile
3 NLID CLRBSC NO OBS No obs for this grid point (GP-space only)
4 NLID CLRBSC NO GRID No grid point for this obs
5 NLID CLRBSC PASSIVE Passive observation
6 NLID CLRBSC MISSING Observation value is missing (=RMDI)
7 NLID CLRBSC LAST TIMESTEP Last timestep,when TL/AD gp model

doesn’t run
8 NLID CLRBSC FG DEPARTURE FG departure outside limit
9 NLID CLRBSC LOW CF Low model or obs cloud fraction
10 NLID CLRBSC OBS NOCLOUD Observation cloud-free
11 NLID CLRBSC MOD NOCLOUD Model cloud-free
12 NLID CLRBSC FG LOW Low FG value (below sensitivity)

Table 2.6: Screening flags for cloud lidar observations.
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2.4 Overview of 4D-Var assimilation tasks and observation processing

In order to summarize the work required to move all the development for cloud radar and lidar assimi-
lation done during the previous ESA project (Operational Assimilation of Space-borne Radar and Lidar
Cloud Profile Observations for Numerical Weather Prediction, Janisková and Fielding, 2018) from the
IFS model cycle CY43R1 to higher cycle CY46R1, the structure of 4D-Var assimilation tasks is pro-
vided in Fig. 2.4. Call tree of tasks used by the 4D-Var assimilation system there and in the following
subsections comes from ecFlowview - a graphical user interface used at ECMWF to display graphically
the status of tasks within experiments that are in-progress. The running of a large number of programs,
as required for data assimilation, is enabled by ECMWF’s work-flow manager (ecFlow).

Figure 2.4: Structure of the ECWMF 4D-Var assimilation computation split to three task groups: obs group - tasks
for observation pre-processing; main group - tasks performing main 4D-Var computations such as high resolution
trajectory run, minimization and forecast run; lag group - tasks for post-processing and archiving observations
and model data. Tasks groups lw00 and lw12 are for the 00 UTC and 12 UTC analysis production, respectively.

The current length of the 4D-Var assimilation window at ECMWF is 12 hours, running from 21 UTC to
09 UTC to produce the 00 UTC analysis and forecast products (lw00 task groups in Fig. 2.4), and from
09 UTC to 21 UTC for the 12 UTC production (lw12 task groups).

The first group of tasks under obs is devoted to different pre-processing computations for the subsequent
assimilation calculations. At this stage, observations and model data are fetched from the ECMWF
archive. Observations are then pre-processed and converted from BUFR (Binary Universal Form for the
Representation of meteorological data) to ODB (Observation Data Base). The main 4D-Var computa-
tions are performed under the second group of tasks, main, where high resolution trajectory, minimiza-
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tion and forecast runs are done. In the last group, lag, post-processing and archiving of observations and
model data are done.

The handling of observations is rather complex part of the IFS data assimilation system and it happens
at many different stages. Observation processing involves (i) ingestion of raw data (as BUFR files), i.e.
observations themselves, to the archiving of ODBs, (ii) running the observation operators in the data
assimilation, (iii) screening, (iv) quality control, (v) assigning observation errors and (vi) applying bias
corrections.

Figure 2.5 illustrates how some of the data formats are used in the IFS. In the first, preparation stage,
all the parameters needed to run the observation operator in the assimilation system are generated. This
stage also includes format conversions (e.g. BUFR to ODB). It may further perform simple thinning
(such as discarding some observations) or averaging observations to the model horizontal resolution
and/or vertical matching of observations. This stage also sets up observation errors and other parameters
as the settings for quality control.

Figure 2.5: Simplified IFS observation processing flow diagram, with the disc icons representing data stores and
the rectangles representing processing stages.

Screening decisions whether or not to use a certain data are made throughout the observation processing
chain. They includes blacklisting and other control decisions that can only be made when a model first
guess is available, or in the presence of all observations. Parameters that control all these decisions can
be pre-set during pre-processing and stored in the ODB for use during the assimilation.

Observation errors are also created during observation processing. Errors, such as instrument ones,
are set at the pre-processing stage as they do not depend on any model information. Other types of
observation errors are created when the observation operator is called for the first time, particularly if the
observation error is situation-dependent. The observation errors are then stored in the ODB for later use
by the assimilation system.
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Some bias correction can be performed as part of pre-processing, but most is now handled inside the
4D-Var minimization using variational bias correction (VarBC). For new observations from cloud radar
and lidar, pre-computed biases will be applied during the 4D-Var minimization.

For computational reasons it can be helpful to reduce observation numbers early in processing chain, be-
fore too much computational time has been spent on unwanted data. However, much of screening needs
to be left until later stages because it is often necessary to have access to: (i) the first guess (FG) model
state, (ii) the first guess departures (i.e. difference between observations and their model equivalents)
and/or (iii) the results of screening decisions from other observations. In the data assimilation system,
there is a distinction between ’independent’ and ’dependent’ screening decisions. The dependent deci-
sions are such as checking for redundant observations and thinning, where a selection is made among all
the observations that passed quality control and blacklisting.

In general, observation preparations may take place before the main 4D-Var calculation (in the so called
pre-processing stage), or inside the main calculations. The pre-processing stages are identified as ’state-
independent’ (Stage 1 in Fig. 2.5) since the only place that has access to the atmospheric state is the
main part. In this part, the sequence of jobs starts with the first (high resolution) trajectory run. During
this run the model counterparts for all the observations are calculated through the non-linear observation
operators, and the observation minus model differences (the departures) are calculated. At this stage
(Stage 2), ’state-dependent’ observation processing is performed.

Technically, the final result of the observation processing is a pair of ODBs. Figure 2.5 shows how the
ODB-1 data is progressively augmented with additional information as the observations flow through the
system. After processing, the original ‘extended’ observation data base, ECMA (Extended CMA, Central
Memory Array) ODB, contains observations complemented by the background departures, together with
quality control information for most of the observations. This ECMA remains on disc for later use
in feedback creation at the end of the whole 4D-Var calculation. The compressed ODB, the CCMA
(Compressed CMA), contains a subset of the original observations, and is passed for the subsequent
minimization job. It contains only those observations, so called active observations, that are to be used
in the minimization.

2.5 Modification and development of IFS code

For including the new observations into the system, computation of the model equivalent to these obser-
vations needs to be updated to account for them. Such computation is done in the master routine, hop,
dealing with all different types of observations in the IFS (Fig. 2.6). Currently it is assumed that each
observation equivalent can be computed from a single vertical profile of model data. After obtaining
these equivalents, their departures to observations and the observation cost function are computed Bias
correction is also carried out at this point by subtracting the bias estimate from the calculated departure.
Finally the departure is divided by the observation error to form the normalized departure.

The routine for computation of observation cost function also stores the resulting effective departure in
ODB, for reuse as the input to the adjoint. The effective departure is the normalized departure after the
effects of (vertical) observation error correlation and quality control have been taken into account.

Under the hop routine, the subroutine for all computations related to cloud radar and lidar observations,
obsop clradlid, is called. At this point, having access to the model state information, computation
of situation dependent observation errors, screening for high observation errors as well as departures
and assigning bias correction are performed. Since some of those requires knowledge of the model
equivalent to the observations, the above observation processing is only done once such equivalent is
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram describing inclusion of the observation operators for computing model equivalent
to cloud radar and lidar observations, as well as getting/storing these observational data in ODB.

available after calling clradlid wrapper routine. In this routine, firstly observational data are obtained
from ODB using clradl get routines (suffix tl and ad are used for the tangent-linear, TL, and adjoint,
AD, versions of those routines). Observation screening depending on model situation is done in routine
clradlid screen. The model equivalents to cloud radar and lidar observations are obtained by performing
calculations in the routines clradlid obsop (suffix tl and ad for TL and AD versions, respectively).
More detailed structure of the subroutines for the observation operators is below (Fig. 2.7). At the end
of clradlid wrapper routine, observation related information is stored to ODB in the clradlid put and
clradlid put tl routines.

Figure 2.7 provide the detailed structure of the observation operator subroutines for the direct non-linear
and adjoint integrations, respectively.

A brief description of the contents of all the observation operator subroutines for cloud radar and lidar
observations follows:

clradar driver and cllidar driver are drivers to all routines for computation of overlap (cloud and pre-
cipitation related quantities), cloud radar reflectivity or lidar backscatter.

clradlid cp overlap is used for the computation of overlap for cloud and precipitation related quantities.

clradlid radars is used to compute of radar reflectivity and extinction from the input values (tempera-
ture, specific humidity, rain, snow, cloud, ice) using a look-up table of radar reflectivity and extinction
values. In this routine, cloudy sky attenuation is also given by the sum of clear sky attenuation and the
hydrometeor extinction. clradlid lidars computes lidar backscatter and extinction from the input values
(temperature, specific humidity, rain, snow, cloud, ice) using a look-up table of lidar backscatter and
extinction values.

clradlid lut radars serves for localization of temperature and hydrometeor intervals and searching the
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Figure 2.7: Call tree of routines for direct observation operators (top) and adjoint versions of observation
operators (bottom) used for cloud radar and lidar observations. Two groups of operators are called under
clradlid obsop: clradar driver - cloud radar operator; cllidar driver - cloud lidar operator.

reflectivity and extinction tables. It then calls routine for interpolation according to the temperature and
the water content. The scaling of extinction and reflectivity to obtain in cloud values is also performed
there. clradlid lut lidars provides the same as clradlid lut radars, but for the lidar backscatter and
extinction.

clradlid lut lidars provides the same as clradlid lut radars, but for the lidar backscatter and extinction.

clradlid get temp performs searching to obtain specified model temperature values from the lookup
tables.

clradlid get lwc performs searching to obtain specified model water content values from the lookup
tables.

clradlid locate is used for locating position in lookup table based on prescribed temperature or water
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content intervals and model values.

clradlid interp bilin performs bilinear interpolation using the model temperature and in-cloud water
content to obtain unattenuated radar reflectivity, lidar backscatter or extinction for each hydrometeor
type from the pre-computed lookup-tables.

clradlid atten radar (subroutine name in the code is liebe92) computes attenuation of the signal along
the radar beam. Clear sky attenuation due to gases is calculated using the model of Liebe (1985); Liebe
et al. (1992).

A call tree for adjoint version of the routines for observation operators is at the bottom of Fig. 2.7.
Adjoint routines have the same name as nonlinear, but suffix ad is added.

3 Migration of the assimilation system development for cloud radar and
lidar - from CY43R1 to 46R1

3.1 A brief analysis of required work

Although, the system enabling assimilation of cloud radar and lidar observations was developed and
tested in the previous project, its update to the newer model cycle requires to move all different steps
of that development to account for these observations. The particular steps of 4D-Var solution, where
modifications and developments have been done (with indication in italic) and needed to be migrated,
are summarized here:

i. Comparison of the observations with the background is done at high resolution to compute the
innovation vector providing the departure of the model background equivalent to the observation.
This procedure involves using appropriate observation operators which need to be properly in-
cluded in the 4D-Var system. The direct, non-linear, versions of cloud radar and lidar observation
operators had to be included for that.

The background departures must then be stored in the ODB for later use in the minimization.
This job step also performs screening (i.e. blacklisting, thinning and quality control against the
background) of observations. The screening determines which observations will be passed to the
main minimization. Very large volumes of data are present during the screening run only, for the
purpose of data monitoring. These steps had to be implemented for the new observations as well.

The model trajectory is subsequently interpolated to the resolution of the next job step and written
out.

ii. The first minimization at low resolution is used to produce preliminary low-resolution analysis
increments, using simplified tangent-linear and adjoint physics, and tangent-linear and adjoint
observation operators. Therefore the tangent-linear and adjoint versions of cloud radar and lidar
observations were included to the system.

iii. First update of the high-resolution trajectory to take non-linear effects partly into account applies
the analysis increments obtained in the first minimization and performs another forecast integration
with comparison to observations. Departures from this new atmospheric state are stored in the
ODB. This procedure also involves the new observations.

The analysis problem is then re-linearized around the updated model state which provides a new
linearization state for the next minimization. The updated model trajectory is then interpolated to
the resolution of the next job step and written out.
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iv. The second main minimization is performed at increased resolution with a more complete repre-
sentation of tangent-linear and adjoint physics. The tangent-linear and adjoint versions of cloud
radar and lidar observation operators are also used in this minimization.

Steps (iii) and (iv) are then repeated again in the current operational data assimilation system.

v. The production of the high-resolution analysis is finally carried out by adding the low-resolution
increments to the background (at initial time), and integrating to the analysis times. The compar-
ison of the analysis with all observations (including those not used by the analysis, but also those
used for diagnostic purposes) is performed. This step had also to be implemented for the new
observations.

3.2 Work carried to move cloud radar and lidar assimilation to the model cycle 46R1

As described in the previous section 3.1, the amount of migration work from the model cycle CY43R1,
where all required modifications and/or developments to account for the new observation types of cloud
radar and lidar were originally made, to the newer cycle CY46R1 was rather large.

Figure 3.1 shows the list of over 300 new and modified subroutines and scripts to be included in the model
cycle CY46R1 for 4D-Var assimilation of cloud radar and lidar observations. Since the development had
to be moved over cycles (CY43R1 → CY46R1), there were many changes to the files containing original
development, which often led to conflicts that needed to be resolved. Unfortunately, all the migration
had to be done manually, without using any developing/version controlling software. This was the case
because the versioning software used by CY43R1, Perforce, was replaced by Git in CY46R1.

For an illustration, Fig. 3.2 shows an example of differences to be dealt with when moving the devel-
opment for cloud radar and lidar assimilation over so many model cycles. Figure contains only on part
of differences for the existing routine, hop.F90, master routine dealing with all different types of ob-
servations in the IFS. However, on the right side of figure, the red and blue colour bars provide some
indication of how many changes between the model cycles had to be checked in order to assure that our
modifications were properly included in the newer cycle.

Unfortunately, even many the new routines originally developed for cloud radar and lidar assimilation
could not be just simply copied from one cycle to another. As Fig. 3.3 shows, there were many changes
to be made even to the new routines. This is clearly illustrated on the new routine used to get cloud radar
reflectivity and lidar backscatter observations from ODB to the model grid-point-space.

The analysis of the files to be migrated clearly showed that it was necessary to carefully check not only
existing IFS routines, which needed to be modified in order to take into account cloud radar and lidar
observations, but also the new files developed for these observations. With the extent of differences
clearly illustrated in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, it was obvious to expect that making all development for cloud
radar and lidar assimilation working in the cycle CY46R1 will require a lot of debugging (i.e. searching
for errors introduced by migration). Indeed we spent several weeks to make cloud radar and lidar assim-
ilation working in CY46R1. We had not only needed to resolve coding errors, but also to find out extra
modifications required for these observations by the new cycle. Ironically ,, all this was even more
challenging since the whole debugging process was carried remotely due to office closure because of
the coronavirus outbreak. Figure 3.4 illustrates how we spent many hours online debugging, searching
for the reasons of frustrating job failures (red boxes in ecFlowview displaying the status of experiment
tasks). To resolve some problems, we needed to discus and get some advice and help from other teams at
ECMWF, which was inevitably more difficult when working remotely. However, all the hard work paid
off and we managed to make system working in the cycle CY46R1.
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Figure 3.1: The list of new (in red) and modified (in black) files required to be included in the model cycle CY46R1
for 4D-Var assimilation of cloud radar and lidar observations.
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Figure 3.2: An example of differences to be dealt with when moving the development for cloud radar and lidar
assimilation from the model cycle CY43R1 to more recent cycle 46R1. Differences are shown for the existing
routine, hop.F90, master routine dealing with all different types of observations in the IFS.

Figure 3.3: Same as for Fig. 3.2, but for the new routine, clradlid gettl.F90, used to get cloud radar (reflectivity)
and lidar (backscatter) observations from ODB to grid-point-space.
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Several 

weeks of 

online 

debugging !!!

Figure 3.4: New way of working - challenging several weeks of online debugging of the development moved from
CY43R1 to CY46R1.

3.3 Testing and debugging of the development in CY46R1

In this section we detail the testing of all the developments for cloud radar and lidar assimilation after
updating it to the IFS model cycle CY46R1.

3.3.1 Technical tests

Technical testing is required to ensure that the new observations are recognized correctly and are fed
through to the ODB properly. The observation equivalents generated by the observation operators and
their passing to the ODB must also be verified. Only once all the data stored in the ODB are known to
be correct, a basic test of the 4D-Var minimization can be made, where the convergence of the system
with the new observations and operators can be checked.

3.3.1.1 Pre-processing observations

The first phase for preparation of observations to be used in the data assimilation system is the processing
required before a normalised first guess departure can be computed. All satellite data goes through the
long-established path of BUFR preprocessing (the prepare obs tasks, Fig. 3.5) and BUFR to ODB
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conversion (the bufr2odb, Fig. 3.6 tasks). In this area, data undergo some elementary quality controls,
such as a check for the observation format and position, and for the climatological limits.

Figure 3.5: Observation pre-processing tasks in 4D-Var cycling of the IFS - tasks preclrad and precllid (marked
in blue) perform some pre-screening for cloud radar and lidar observations, respectively.

A pre-screening process (tasks preclrad and precllid), which the new cloud radar and lidar observation
must go through, has been successfully moved to CY46R1. This is demonstrated by yellow boxes in
Fig. 3.5 indicating that those tasks has been successfully completed (note: failed task would be red).
The performed pre-screening is used to reduce the data volume (thus the computational cost) of the main
screening and also to reject observations that fail to contain crucial information, such as missing observed
observed value, observation error or vertical coordinate of observations. The so-called superobbing is
also performed at this stage, when observations are placed onto some grid with resolution depending on
the level of desired smoothing. At this point, vertical matching with the model vertical resolution is done
as well.

After creating the superobs, additional pre-screening tasks are carried out. They include threshold checks
on: the number and the standard deviation of the observations forming the superob, the mean observation
value itself and the observed cloud fraction. For radar, a check for multiple scattering is also done by
applying a threshold check on the integrated radar reflectivity.

The pre-processed data for cloud radar and lidar observations, still in BUFR format, are converted to
ODB in the b2o clrad and b2ocllid tasks, respectively (Fig. 3.6). This involves one-to-one mapping of
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superobs contained within the temporary BUFR file to the ODB variables.

To complete the whole observation pre-screening requires successful completion of the above described
tasks. This was achieved for the CY46R1 model cycle.

Figure 3.6: Conversion of BUFR to ODB in the pre-processing stage of 4D-Var cycling tasks - in b2o clrad and
b2o cllid (marked in blue), the pre-processed data are converted to ODB for cloud radar and lidar observations,
respectively.

3.3.1.2 Main 4D-Var computations

The group of main 4D-Var tasks (Fig. 3.7) starts with reading observations into 4D-Var from the Obser-
vation Data Base (ODB). This is done by the odb tasks of the main task group. The sequence of jobs
involved in the minimization system starts with the first (high resolution) trajectory run, ifstraj. During
this run the model counterparts for all observations are calculated through the non-linear observation op-
erators. The observation minus model differences (departures) are then computed and stored in the ODB.
Since quality control decisions depend on the magnitude of the departure, these computed departures are
an important input to the data selection procedures. During such screening procedure, the best quality
observations are selected, duplicates are detected and data redundancy is reduced through thinning. At
this stage, any observations with too large departures (i.e. exceeding the predefined limits) are rejected.

In the next stage, blacklisting procedure selects which observation types, variables, vertical ranges etc.
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Figure 3.7: Tasks of 4D-Var cycling as used by the IFS at ECMWF - main 4D-Var computations.

will be used for the assimilation. The first type of decisions made to use or not use a particular ob-
servations is an a priori type decision which takes no account of the actual value of the observations.
The second type of test is based on the observed values (or observation departure from the background).
Blacklist-rejected data are subsequently excluded and will not be present in the minimisation job steps.

After performing screening, the original ODB is complemented by the background departures together
with quality information for observations. The compressed ODB, the CCMA, contains only those obser-
vations that passed screening and that are to be used in the minimization (ifsmin tasks).

To complete successfully the 4D-Var minimization process in the model cycle 46R1 required substantial
effort and debugging since it required to complete many rather complex tasks in the 4dvar task group,
such as:

- The so called ‘screening run’ described above is done in the first trajectory run (ifstraj in uptraj 0)
which includes a model integration, comparison to observations, and observation screening (qual-
ity control and data selection).

- The first minimization (ifsmin in uptraj 0) typically runs at low resolution. This step includes
estimation of analysis and forecast error variances, and calculation of Hessian eigenvectors for
pre-conditioning of subsequent minimisation(s).

- The first trajectory update (ifstraj in uptraj 1) applies the analysis increments obtained in the first
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minimisations and performs another forecast integration with comparison to observations. This
provides a new linearisation state for the next minimisation.

- The second (ifsmin in uptraj 1 and subsequent in uptraj 2) minimization uses higher resolution
increments.

- The final trajectory runs (ifstraj in uptraj 3) carries out verification screening, which involves
a comparison between the observations and the final analysis. In the final trajectory the final
analysis is formed by adding the low-resolution increment to the background (at initial time), and
integrating to the analysis times.

Yellow boxes in Fig. 3.7 indicate that we were able successfully to accomplished all the tasks in the
4dvar task group.

Figure 3.8 provides a summary of how observation cost function for cloud radar (CRFL) and cloud
lidar (CBSC) observations is decreased by progressing iteratively through the set of outer and inner
loops. It demonstrates that we managed to move all developments from the model cycle CY43R1 used
at the previous ESA project (Janisková and Fielding, 2018) and succeeded to make it working in more
recent model cycle 46R1. For debugging and first technical testing we used a lower model resolution
of T399 for trajectory computation (outer loops) and the model forecast. The resolution of inner loops
is increased progressively: T95 in uptraj 0, T159 in uptraj 1 and T255 in uptraj 2. In the provided
output, the observation cost function (when looking at value of observation cost function, Jo, per number
of observations, n, i.e. Jo/n) is decreased from the value of 0.84 in the first ifstraj run in uptraj 0
to the value of 0.41 in the final trajectory run in uptraj 3. One can also see that the observation cost
function is decreased more for cloud radar reflectivity than for cloud lidar backscatter. However, overall
the results in Fig. 3.8 indicates that the analysis is getting closer to cloud radar and lidar observations
as the minimization is progressing. That is the important technical sanity check before we can progress
with more scientific evaluation and subsequent improvements of cloud radar and lidar assimilation.

3.3.1.3 Post-processing of observations

Post-processing of observations is done in two stages (Fig. 3.9) after completing all the tasks in the main
4D-Var calculations, when the high-resolution analysis is produced. First, an ODB file is created from
ECMA containing information about all observations, not only the active ones. This is done in the task
group
archive prepare by the new tasks convert clrad and convert cllid for cloud radar and lidar obser-
vations, respectively. Created ODB files are then archived in MARS (Meteorological Archiving and
Retrieval System of ECMWF) by the tasks archive clrad and archive cllid. All these task have been
moved to cycle CY46R1 and ODB files were properly created.

The successful post-processing for cloud radar and lidar observations in CY46R1 is also displayed in Fig.
3.10. The listing of output files from 4D-Var calculation (Fig. 3.10 left) shows that databases ECMA
for cloud radar and lidar observations were created. Obviously, since we managed to complete the full
data assimilation cycle, ECMAs had to be properly recognized and updated in the different stages of
data assimilation process. Figure 3.10 (right) illustrates that the created ECMAs are recognized by the
trajectory run (ifstraj).
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uptraj_0 - ifstraj
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) SCREENING JOB T0399 NCONF= 1 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 0
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 78754 15645.07045080 0.20 0.179E+02 0.000E+00
CRFL 168744 192881.4860162 1.14 0.109E+02 0.000E+00

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 247498 208526.5564670 0.84

uptraj_0 - ifsmin
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) MINIMISATION JOB T0095 NCONF= 131 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 0
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 51336 7328.207881755 0.14 0.133E+02 0.100E-02
CRFL 119352 76921.64561061 0.64 0.103E+02 0.300E+01

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 170688 84249.85349236 0.49

uptraj_1 - ifstraj
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) TRAJECTORY JOB T0399 NCONF= 1 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 1
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 45803 6426.823595215 0.14 0.129E+02 0.000E+00
CRFL 116019 69893.36911001 0.60 0.104E+02 0.000E+00

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 161822 76320.19270523 0.47

uptraj_1 - ifsmin
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) MINIMISATION JOB T0159 NCONF= 131 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 1
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 45803 6430.957912019 0.14 0.129E+02 0.100E-02
CRFL 116019 69835.08107902 0.60 0.104E+02 0.300E+01

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 161822 76266.03899104 0.47

uptraj_2 - ifstraj
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) TRAJECTORY JOB T0399 NCONF= 1 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 2
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 41450 5843.686899308 0.14 0.124E+02 0.000E+00
CRFL 112023 62869.21872256 0.56 0.104E+02 0.000E+00

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 153473 68712.90562187 0.45

uptraj_2 - ifsmin
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) MINIMISATION JOB T0255 NCONF= 131 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 2
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 41450 5847.698420813 0.14 0.124E+02 0.100E-02
CRFL 112023 63152.50061440 0.56 0.104E+02 0.300E+01

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 153473 69000.19903522 0.45

uptraj_3 - ifstraj
Diagnostic JO-table (JOT) TRAJECTORY JOB T0399 NCONF= 1 NSIM4D= 0 NUPTRA= 3
=========================================================================================

Obstype 19 === Satellite cloud-aerosol lidar-ra
--------------------------------------------------
Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol li
Variable DataCount Jo_Costfunction JO/n ObsErr BgErr
CBSC 38690 5575.855335052 0.14 0.122E+02 0.000E+00
CRFL 108517 54765.63456560 0.50 0.104E+02 0.000E+00

---------- --------------------------- --------
ObsType 19 Total: 147207 60341.48990065 0.41

Figure 3.8: Observation cost function Jo for cloud radar reflectivity (CRFL) and cloud lidar backscatter (CBSC)
for one of 4D-Var assimilation cycle. The output provides information on number of observations used (Data-
Count), the value of cost function (Jo Costfunction), the value of cost function per observation (JO/n), as well as
observation (ObsErr) and background (BgErr) errors for trajectory ifstraj and minimization ifsmin computations
for all 4D-Var loops uptraj. The model resolution is T399 for outer loops and varies for inner loops: T95 in the
1st loop, T159 in the 2nd and T255 in the 3rd loop.
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Figure 3.9: Post-processing tasks in 4D-Var cycling: (left) creation of ODB database with direct column access
under archive prepare task group - tasks convert clrad and convertcllid (marked in blue) used for the new cloud
radar and lidar observations; (right) archiving ODB database under archive odb task group - tasks archive clrad
and archive cllid (marked in blue) for the new observations.

Figure 3.10: Database ECMA for cloud radar and lidar observations: (left) successful creation and (right) recog-
nition by the 4D-Var trajectory run ifstraj.
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3.3.2 First testing results of 4D-Var with cloud radar and lidar observations in CY46R1

After the technical tests showing that the cloud radar and lidar assimilation developed in the previous
project (Janisková and Fielding, 2018), where it worked under the model cycle 43R1, was successfully
moved to the CY46R1, the first basic performance evaluation was carried out. This was done by look-
ing at along-track performance starting with just one assimilation cycle. An investigation of the system
performance is demonstrated on the portion of orbital track representing several model profiles con-
taining radar and lidar observations assimilated in the data assimilation window between 21:00 UTC
31 July 2007 and 09:00 UTC 1 August 2007 (Figs. 3.11 - 3.13).

Figure 3.11 indicates that the first-guess radar reflectivity generated from the model background is re-
markably similar for CY43R1 and CY46R1. In both cycles it corresponds rather well to the superobbed
CloudSat radar reflectivity. Observation errors, which take into account instrument, observation opera-
tor and representativity errors, are also similar for the both model cycles. As is expected, the analysis
radar reflectivity provides a closer fit to the observations. Overall, there are a lot of similarities between
analysed reflectivity values obtained in CY43R1 and CY46R1. The larger difference in performance for
these two model cycles is observed in the convective regions, where it seems that slightly more observa-
tion data are used in CY46R1 than CY43R1. That could indicate that in CY46R1 we could expect that
the analyses might be driven closer to the observations in such regions. This could be due to improve-
ments in the parametrization of moist processes in both, the nonlinear and the linearized model (used for
the minimization calculations in 4D-Var) present in CY46R1. 4D-Var experiments performed for longer
period later in the project could show whether that is generally indeed the case.

Figure 3.11: Cross-sections of cloud radar reflectivity related variables corresponding to the portion of orbital
track on 31 July 2007 at 21:00 UTC. Panels show from top to bottom: observed CloudSat radar reflectivity (dBZ),
model equivalent (FG) radar reflectivity using the model background (dBZ), model equivalent (AN) radar reflec-
tivity using the model analysis from the assimilation experiment using all observations and radar and lidar, the
observation error (dB) assigned to the observations and screening value (blue colour = observations passed). The
cross-sections on the left panels correspond to outputs from the model cycle CY43R1, while the right panels are
for the cycle CY46R1.

A visualisation of the cross-section for lidar backscatter is shown in Fig. 3.12. The initial fit of the first
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guess values to the observations is similar for the model cycles CY43R1 and CY46R1, comparably to
radar reflectivity. The observation usage and analysed values of the attenuated lidar backscatter are very
similar for both model cycles.

Figure 3.12: Same as Fig. 3.11, but for cloud lidar backscatter and CALIPSO attenuated backscatter (dBβ ).

To show how the information from radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter gets converted to more tangible
cloud related variables such as temperature and relative humidity, Fig. 3.13 compares analysis increments
for the cycles CY43R1 and CY46R1. Comparing these two cycles, it is possible to see that there are a
lot of similarities in obtained increments. For cloud radar reflectivity, large differences are obvious in the
convective regions where more observations were used in CY46R1 than in CY43R1 as indicated in Fig.
3.11. The largest differences in the size of analysis increments are observed for relative humidity, when
the relative humidity increments are generally large in CY46R1 that in CY43R1. This will be further
investigated whether it comes from some changes in the model background statistics for humidity or it
is related to the different observation usage for these model cycles.

Overall, the performance of 4D-Var system assimilating cloud radar and lidar observations on the top of
regularly used observations is rather similar for the originally used model cycle 43R1 and the cycle 46R1,
where the cloud radar and lidar development was moved. These first test results are very encouraging as
they indicate that cloud radar and lidar assimilation was successfully ported to CY46R1.
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Figure 3.13: Analysis increments for the the portion of orbital track on 31 July 2007 at 21:00 UTC as in Fig. 3.11
and Fig. 3.12 for the model cycle CY43R1 (left column) and CY46R1 (right column). Panels from top to bottom
show model-level increments of: radar reflectivity (dB), lidar backscatter (dB), temperature (K), relative humidity
(%) and cloud fraction.

4 Migration of the assimilation system development for cloud radar and
lidar observations - from CY46R1 to CY47R1

To keep track with the ECMWF model upgrades, the satellite cloud radar and lidar capacity of the 4D-
Var assimilation system needs also to be regularly updated and tested to ensure its proper functionality.
The first step to maintain that developed assimilation was to bring developments built under IFS model
cycle CY43R1 at the previous project (Janisková and Fielding, 2018) to the more up-to-date model cycle
CY46R1. That was achieved in the first 7-8 months of the project and reported in Section 3. Since then
the IFS model cycle was father updated. Thus following those updates and as a preparation to move
cloud radar and lidar assimilation system in the future operational code in 2022, our developments were
migrated to the higher cycle, CY47R1. Obviously these developments will be passive at that stage, but
such move will save us from porting them ourselves to the new model cycles which might be few per
year. Although, the satellite cloud radar and lidar capacity of the 4D-Var assimilation system will need
to be tested for each new cycle.

4.1 Porting cloud radar and lidar assimilation to the model cycle CY47R1

Section 3 summarized the challenging effort of moving over 300 routines and scripts across several
model cycles, i.e. to bring the assimilation system from the model cycle CY43R1 to CY46R1. There
were not only many changes in the routines which needed to be modified to take into account cloud
radar and lidar observations, but also the new routines for these observations needed to be adapted to
CY46R1. This huge task was even complicated by the fact that developing/version controlling software
used by CY43R1, Perforce, was replaced by Git in CY46R1. Therefore all the porting had to be done
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manually, routine by routine. Successfully updating the cloud radar and lidar assimilation developments
to CY46R1 was a big step securing all past development for the future.

In the next step, all that development was ported to the higher cycle, CY47R1, to bring the develop-
ments up to date with the current operational IFS model cycle (which became operational in June 2020).
Although still rather complex, this porting was simplified by possibility to use Git software. Using the
software, vast majority of routines and scripts could be merged automatically. Although there were few
routines with conflicts that were required to be resolved manually. On top of that, due to the model and
structural changes in CY47R1, additional routines and problems required to be fixed in order to make
assimilation of cloud radar and lidar observations functional in CY47R1. There were several issues to
be solved related to the definition of observation tables and observation types due to structural changes
in observation handling. That lead to several compilation failures which required support of people from
different ECMWF teams to be resolved. Figure 4.1 shows an example of such failure for routine defin-
ing observation types. Once all conflicting files were fixed, updated cycle CY47R1 was successfully
compiled and ready for basic testing as described in Section 4.3.

Figure 4.1: Example of failing compilation due to some merging conflicts shown for routine
ifs dbase view mod.F90 defining observation types.

4.2 Passing CY47R1 branch to be merged into the official model cycle

After basic testing assuring that the CY47R1 branch containing all new files and modifications required
for cloud radar and lidar assimilation works, an official request for pulling it into official branch stream
(Fig. 4.2) had to be created in order to start a complex preparation process to include our developments
into the future official model cycle.

Our branch contains several so called projects:
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Figure 4.2: Request for merging local model branch containing routines for cloud radar and lidar assimilation
into the official branch stream in order to appear in the future official model cycle.

- ifs-source - containing all type of routines, source code, to perform model integration;

- ifs-scripts - containing many scripts to perform different types of model integration (e.g. data
processing, data assimilation, forecast, ...);

- ifs-suites - scripts for ecFlow system (ECMWF’s work-flow manager enabling to run large number
of programs) and scripts for acceptance tests for the new branches;

- ifs-defaults - different files for default setup and creating structure of experiments used by PrepIFS
tool which ECMWF and Member State scientists use to configure their model experiments with
ECMWF’s IFS;

- ifs-bundle - scripts for loading different software and make files for compilation.

All these projects were a part of the merging request.

Creating request for merging triggered the whole machinery of pulling our branch and checking its
consistency and correctness with all requirements for official model cycle. Several people were involved
to review our contribution. We had to resolve several issues related to the scripts and testing environment
for acceptance. Thanks to support of colleagues from IFS section, the raised problems were resolved.

4.3 Testing and debugging of the development in CY47R1

In this section we detail the testing of all the developments for cloud radar and lidar assimilation after
updating it to the IFS model cycle CY47R1.
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4.3.1 Technical testing

Technical testing is the first step always needed after updating any development to the higher model
cycle. In the case of our assimilation developments, firstly such test is performed to ensure that the
cloud radar and lidar observations are recognized correctly and are passed through to the Observation
Data Base (ODB) properly. Secondly, after getting correct data in the ODB, a basic test of the 4D-Var
minimization is made in order to check the convergence of the system with the new observations and
operators.

The following steps of the whole data assimilation process (all of them described in more details in
Section 3) were checked and successfully completed:

1. Observation pre-screening processing - This is used to reduce data volume of the main screen-
ing and to reject observations that fail to contain crucial information (such as missing observed
value, observation error or vertical coordinate of observations), as well as to perform the so-called
superobbing (i.e. placing observations onto a grid with resolution depending on the level of re-
quired smoothing) and/or vertical matching with the model vertical resolution. After creating the
superobs, additional pre-screening is performed based on the number and the standard deviation
of the observations forming the superob, the mean observation value itself and the observed cloud
fraction.

2. Data conversion - The pre-processed cloud radar and lidar observations, which are at that point
in BUFR (Binary Universal Form for the Representation of meteorological data) format, are con-
verted to ODB at this stage of observation pre-processing.

3. Reading observations into the main 4D-Var assimilation tasks from ODB.

4. High-resolution trajectory run - During this run the model counterparts for all observations, cloud
radar and lidar data included, are computed through the non-linear observation operators and the
observation minus model differences (departures) are calculated and subsequently stored in the
ODB. At this stage, additional screening is also performed based on the magnitude of departures,
i.e. rejecting any observations with too large departures exceeding the predefined limits.

5. Blacklisting procedure - This processing firstly selects which observation types, variables, ver-
tical ranges etc. will be used for the assimilation. Secondly, based on the observed values (or
observation departure from the background) additional observations are rejected.

6. Updating ODB - The original ODB is complemented by the background departures together with
quality information for observations after performing screening. A new reduced ODB is then
created from the subset of the original ODB that contains only those observations that passed
screening and that are to be used in the minimization.

7. 4D-Var minimization process - This represents the sequence of the high-resolution trajectory runs
and lower resolution minimization integrations in order to obtain analysis increments. At the
end of the whole process, the low resolution increments are added to the background (at initial
time) and integrated to the analysis time to provide the final analysis. In this process, observation
cost functions for cloud radar and lidar observations are checked whether they are decreased by
progressing iteratively through the set of outer and inner loops (as described in Section 2) since
such decrease is an indication that all developments brought from the previous cycle, CY46R1,
works also in cycle CY47R1.
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8. Post-processing of observations - This is done after completing all the tasks in the main 4D-Var cal-
culations. The ODB files containing information about all observations, not only the active ones,
created by the experiment are then archived in MARS (Meteorological Archiving and Retrieval
System of ECMWF).

By checking that each of the tasks listed above of 4D-Var process were correctly performed we could
conclude that porting of cloud radar and lidar assimilation to CY47R1 was successful. Obviously, to
accomplish all the technical testing is a rather complex process as it often involves debugging parts of
the system that are not working properly because of merging issues or changes in the higher model cycle
which need to be adapted for the new observations. The technical test indicated that the observation
cost function for cloud radar and lidar observations is progressively decreased through 4D-Var iteration
process as expected and required, as well as that these new observations are properly stored in ODB
and MARS. This is important sanity check before we can progress with more scientific evaluation and
improvements to the system based on CY47R1. The first testing results of 4D-Var with cloud radar and
lidar observations in the model cycle CY47R1 are summarized in Section 4.3.2.

The created and tested CY47R1 branch was subsequently merged into the official model cycle as a part
of the preparations required in order to move these developments to the model cycle CY48R1 when
that cycle enters its testing phase, so that they are in the operational code (albeit passively) when the
cycle is released (due in 2021). An additional requirement was testing of our CY47R1 branch for the
the bit reproducibility of the system when cloud radar and lidar observations are switched off (i.e. to
secure that passive observations do not modify any integration of the operational code). This checking
was successfully completed and therefore our development could enter into the acceptance process as
described in Section 4.2.

4.3.2 First testing results of 4D-Var with cloud radar and lidar observations in CY47R1

As a first test of the updated assimilation system, a single-cycle analysis experiment is performed where
observations of CloudSat radar reflectivity and CALIPSO lidar backscatter are fed to the system in ad-
dition to all the regularly assimilated observations. The output of this experiment is compared to an
experiment using the previous model version that is otherwise identical. A visual assessment of this test
is demonstrated on the portion of orbital track representing several model profiles containing radar and
lidar observations assimilated in the data assimilation window between 21:00 UTC 31 July 2007 and
09:00 UTC 1 August 2007 (Figs. 4.3 - 4.5).

To test that the observations have entered the ODB correctly, the superobbed CloudSat radar reflectivity
for cycles CY46R1 and CY47R1 are compared against each other. To pass the test the observations
should be bit-identical as their processing is the same in each cycle. A similar approach is followed
for testing the superobbed CALIPSO lidar backscatter (Figure 3.2) and is shown to be bit-identical.
Whereas the observations should be identical, the corresponding observation error is not necessarily the
same between cycles because it partially depends on the model first guess, which will be different due
to the model changes between CY47R1 and CY46R1. However, it should be broadly similar, which is
demonstrated in both Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. The screening for both observation types is also similar, but
not necessarily identical, between cycles.

Next, we assess the difference between the first guess and the analysis of the model equivalent for the
observations. For radar reflectivity, the analysis radar reflectivity is qualitatively the same in both cycles;
the fit of the analysis to the observations is improved compared to the first guess. Similarly, for lidar
backscatter, the analysis model equivalent is almost identical between cycles.
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Figure 4.3: Cross-sections of cloud radar reflectivity related variables corresponding to the portion of orbital
track on 31 July 2007 at 21:00 UTC. Panels show from top to bottom: observed CloudSat radar reflectivity (dBZ),
model equivalent (FG) radar reflectivity using the model background (dBZ), model equivalent (AN) radar reflec-
tivity using the model analysis from the assimilation experiment using all observations and radar and lidar, the
observation error (dB) assigned to the observations and screening value (blue colour = observations passed). The
cross-sections on the left panels correspond to outputs from the model cycle CY46R1, while the right panels are
for the cycle CY47R1.

Figure 4.4: Same as Fig. 3.11, but for cloud lidar backscatter and CALIPSO attenuated backscatter (dBβ ).
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As a final check of the consistency of the analysis between cycles, Fig 4.5 shows the analysis increments
of both radar and lidar observations and more tangible cloud related variables such as temperature and
relative humidity. Comparing these two cycles, it is clear to see that there are a lot of similarities in
obtained increments. For cloud radar reflectivity, we do not see the large differences in convective regions
that were apparent between CY46R1 than in CY43R1. Also, the size of analysis increments of relative
humidity are broadly similar between CY46R1 and CY47R1, whereas there were greater differences
between CY43R1 and CY46R1, because of the greater number of differences to the model code between
cycles.

Figure 4.5: Analysis increments for the the portion of orbital track on 31 July 2007 at 21:00 UTC as in Fig. 3.11
and Fig. 3.12 for the model cycle CY46R1 (left column) and CY47R1 (right column). Panels from top to bottom
show model-level increments of: radar reflectivity (dB), lidar backscatter (dB), temperature (K), relative humidity
(%) and cloud fraction.

Overall, the performance of 4D-Var system assimilating cloud radar and lidar observations on the top of
regularly used observations is similar for CY46R1 and for CY47R1. These first test results are reassuring
as they indicate that cloud radar and lidar assimilation was successfully ported to CY47R1.

5 Technical developments and modifications for additional observations

Additional developments to the ECMWF assimilation system were done in preparation for the inclusion
of EarthCARE observations other than cloud radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter, such as cloud ex-
tinction, Rayleigh backscatter and radar Doppler velocity. The WP-4000 report (Fielding and Janisková,
2021b) provides the scientific basis for the observation operators of these additional observations and
summary of initial testing of the updated system. The technical modifications and developments to the
cloud radar and lidar assimilation system in order to account for the above additional observations in the
IFS system are described in this section.
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5.1 Modifications to observation database

As described in Section2.3.2, to store and access data used by the 4D-Var system at ECMWF, the in-
house data storage system, ODB, is used. In ODB, data is stored in either a header (hdr) entry or a body
entry. Structure Query Language (SQL) is used by ODB for fast and efficient storage and retrieval of
observational data.

For radar and lidar observations, the hdr contains the latitude, longitude and time when the observations
were taken. In the body, the observation value to be monitored or assimilated is stored within the
obsvalue variable, together with additional information such as the observation error, screening status
and bias correction. Each observation type, in order to be identified by the system, has a unique variable
number, varno and variable names as summarized in Table 5.1. Those identificators tell: (i) the ODB
where and which data to store, and (ii) the 4D-Var system which observation operator must be used to
produce the model-equivalent.

Variable name short name NVAR varno
LIDAR CLOUD BACKSCATTER CBSC 110 237
LIDAR CLOUD EXTINCTION CEXT 112 238
LIDAR RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTER RBSC 113 280
CLOUD RADAR REFLECTIVITY CREF 111 239
CLOUD DOPPLER VELOCITY CDOP 114 281

Table 5.1: List of variable names and varno numbers used within the ODB and IFS systems. The additional
observations included to the system are in red.

When including new observations into the system, any new ODB variable names must be approved by
the ODB Governance to ensure consistency between ECMWF, member states and collaborators. That
needs to be done for all additional observations using the names as appeared in Table 5.1.

Each additional observation included should have a corresponding radar reflectivity or lidar backscatter
value. Based on practice used for a passive satellite remote sensing instruments, where additional chan-
nels are just added to the same body belonging to them by extending the number of body rows, the same
approach was applied for the additional cloud radar and lidar observations. They share the same hdr and
just body is extended by adding CLOUD DOPPLER VELOCITY for radar observations, and by adding
LIDAR CLOUD EXTINCTION and LIDAR RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTER for lidar observations.

To accommodate the new observation types, the above described modifications to the ODB system had
to be applied. Additional changes were required to the the bufr2odb code and also to the SQL requests
used to communicate between the IFS and the ODB. The list of modified routines accounting for those
changes is in Fig. 5.1.

odb/bufr2odb/b2o_convert_cllid.F90

odb/bufr2odb/b2o_convert_clrad.F90

odb/ddl.SONDETYPERSTRHBIAS/varno.h.h

odb/ddl.COUNTRYRSTRHBIAS/varno.h

odb/ddl.CCMA/getclaerlidid.sql

odb/ddl.CCMA/getclradid.sql

odb/ddl.CCMA/varno.h

odb/ddl.ECMA/getclaerlidid.sql

odb/ddl.ECMA/getclradid.sql

odb/ddl.ECMA/varno.h

odb/module/getval_module.F90

satrad/programs/bufr_screencllid.F90

odb/ddl/getclaerlidid.sql

odb/ddl/getclradid.sql

odb/ddl/varno.h

Figure 5.1: The list of modified files required to account for the additional observations in the ODB system used
by 4D-Var assimilation.
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5.2 Modifications to the model code

Accounting for additional observations required several modifications in the model code which is schemat-
ically described in Fig. 2.6 - 2.7.

For including the new observations into the system, computation of the model equivalent to these ob-
servations needs to be updated to account for them. Such computation is done in the master routine,
hop, dealing with all different types of observations in the IFS (Fig. 2.6). Under the hop routine,
the subroutine for all computations related to cloud radar and lidar observations, obsop clradlid, is
called. The interface between hop and the suite of different clradlid routines, which is necessary when
clradlid is called in the observation operator, is provided by clradlid wrapper routine. This inter-
face routine serving for direct, tangent-linear (TL) and adjoint (AD) purposes has been modified for
including new observations. At this point, having access to the model state information, computation
of situation dependent observation errors, screening for high observation errors as well as departures
and assigning bias correction are performed. In this routine, observational data are obtained from ODB
using clradl get routines (suffix tl and ad are used for the TL and AD versions of those routines)
and all observation related information is then stored to ODB in the clradl put and clradl put tl rou-
tines at the end of clradlid wrapper routine. All these routines for getting and storing data related to
observations from/to ODB had to be updated. The modifications had also to be applied to the routine
clradlid screen providing observation screening depending on model situation. The routines computing
the model equivalents to cloud radar and lidar observations, clradlid obsop (suffix tl and ad for TL
and AD versions, respectively) were modified to account for all additional observations. As shown in
Fig. 5.2, showing a comparison between the original (on the right) and the updated (on the left) versions
of clradlid obsop, CLOUD DOPPLER VELOCITY was added to the part for radar observations and
LIDAR CLOUD EXTINCTION together with LIDAR RAYLEIGH BACKSCATTER to the part used
for lidar observations. Having more types of observations for radar and lidar, the loop for number of
observation types was included, NRADVARS and NLIDVARS, respectively.

More detailed structure of the subroutines for the observation operators is in Fig. 2.7 which shows
the call tree of subroutines for the direct, non-linear and adjoint integrations called under clradlid obsop
and clradlid obsop ad. A brief description of the contents of all the observation operator subroutines for
cloud radar and lidar observations is provided in Section 2.5. Here, only the subroutines which required
modifications in order to account for the additional observations are described. Both drivers routines,
clradar driver and cllidar driver, were originally used for computations of cloud radar reflectivity and
lidar backscatter only. Computations related to the new observations had to be included there. That had
to be done for the TL and AD versions of those routines as well.

For radar, the subroutine clradlid radars together with clradlid radars tl and clradlid radars ad were
updated to compute Doppler velocity on top of the already existing computation of radar reflectivity and
extinction from the input values of temperature, specific humidity, rain, snow, cloud and ice using a pre-
computed look-up table of radar reflectivity and extinction values, extended for Doppler velocity. This
also required modifications to clradlid lut radars, to search in the table for Doppler velocity values
as it was done for reflectivity and extinction based on localized temperature and hydrometeors inter-
vals. The scaling of extinction is also performed there to obtain grid-box mean values. The TL routine,
clradlid lut radars tl, and the adjoint routine, clradlid lut radars ad had to be updated accordingly.

For lidar, similarly as for radar, the subroutine clradlid lidars and their TL and AD versions
(clradlid lidars tl and clradlid lidars ad, respectively) required to include computation of Rayleigh
backscatter and some adjustments to the computation of extinction.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between original (on the right) and updated (on the left) versions of clradlid obsop
subroutine indicating modifications required to account for all additional observations.

The list of all modified files in the model required to account for the additional observations in 4D-Var
assimilation system is provided in Fig. 5.3.

ifs/clradlid/cllidar_driver.F90 

ifs/clradlid/cllidar_driver_ad.F90

ifs/clradlid/cllidar_driver_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradar_driver.F90 

ifs/clradlid/clradar_driver_ad.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradar_driver_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_bc_err_screen.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_get.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_get_ad.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_get_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lidars.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lidars_ad.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lidars_tl.F90

Ifs/module/parcma.F90

ifs/module/pardimo.F90 

Ifs/module/varno_module.F90

ifs/module/yomclradlid.F90

ifs/module/yomclradlid_op.F90

ifs/module/yomcosjo.F90

ifs/obs_preproc/black.F90

ifs/obs_preproc/defrun.F90

ifs/obs_preproc/fgchk.F90

ifs/obs_preproc/first.F90

ifs/obs_preproc/gefger.F90

ifs/op_obs/hjo.F90 

ifs/op_obs/hop.F90

ifs/op_obs/hop_decide_required_sqls.F90

Ifs/op_obs/hretrv_conv.F90

ifs/op_obs/intervert_obserr_corF90

ifs/op_obs/map_varno_to_nvar.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lut_radars.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lut_radars_ad.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lut_radars_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_lut_setup.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_obsop.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_obsop_ad.F90 

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_obsop_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_put.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_put_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_radars.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_radars_ad.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_radars_tl.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_screen.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_setup.F90

ifs/clradlid/clradlid_wrapper.F90

Figure 5.3: The list of modified files in the model required to account for the additional observations in 4D-Var
assimilation system.
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5.3 Technical testing

This section provides information on the technical testing performed to evaluate the correctness of our
developments for including additional observations to the IFS system.

5.3.1 Test for nonlinear computation

Once the new observations are correctly recognized and are properly fed through to the ODB, the next
step is to check whether the model changes required for these observations are correct. This can be done
by using the 4D-Var assimilation system, concentrating on outputs from the job ifstraj (Fig. 5.4), i.e.
high resolution trajectory (nonlinear) run. The details of all 4D-Var tasks can be found in Sections 2.4
and 3.3.1, as well as in Figs: 3.5 - 3.7 and 3.9.

a)

b)

Figure 5.4: Screen-shots of ifstraj outputs showing the cost function containing: (a) cloud radar reflectivity (CRFL)
and lidar cloud backscatter (CBSC) only as used in the original system for cloud radar and lidar assimilation,
and (b) containing also the additional observations of lidar cloud extinction (CEXT), lidar Rayleigh backscatter
(RBSC) and cloud Doppler velocity (CDOP) as prepared for the updated system.

During ifstraj run, the model counterparts for all observations are calculated through the non-linear ob-
servation operators. The observation minus model differences (departures) are then computed and stored
in the ODB. These computed departures are an important input to the data selection procedures and they
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are used for the computation of observation cost function. The output from ifstraj provides information
about the usage of observations, such the number of observations (DataCount) in the different obser-
vation code type groups (Codetype 197 === Cloud radar and cloud-aerosol lidar), the contribution of
particular observations to the observation cost function (Jo Costfunction), the value of cost function per
observation (Jo/n), as well as the value of observation errors (ObsErr). In the original system, only ob-
servations of cloud radar reflectivity (CRFL) and lidar cloud backscatter (CBSC) were used (Fig. 5.4a).
The updated system also contains the additional observations of lidar cloud extinction (CEXT), lidar
Rayleigh backscatter (RBSC) and cloud Doppler velocity (CDOP) (Fig. 5.4b).

The output from ifstraj (Fig. 5.4b) indicates that the updated system succeeded to compute contributions
from the additional observations and to include them to the observation cost function. For the observa-
tions, such as Rayleigh backscatter and Doppler velocity, for which the observation errors have been set
to be very large, the cost function contribution is small. This is because of the cost function is given by
the sum of the square of the first guess departures divided by the observation errors. One can also notice
that the Rayleigh backscatter observations have the greatest number of observations because a first-guess
departure is recorded in both clear and cloudy conditions.

5.3.2 Test of tangent-linear and adjoint correctness

Once the non-linear (NL) version of the observation operator was developed and tested, efforts were first
devoted to the development of the tangent-linear code and then of adjoint code. The TL and AD versions
of the observation operator for the additional included observations, such as Rayleigh backscatter and
radar Doppler velocity, are needed in order to be able to perform any feasibility studies for assimilation
of these observation types directly in 4D-Var.

At ECMWF, manual line-by-line TL and AD coding was applied for the linearization of the model code,
and such approach was also used for cloud radar and lidar observation operators. Once the TL and
AD versions of the NL code are derived, it is imperative to check the correctness of the derived codes.
Without that, a proper convergence of 4D-Var system to the optimal value is not guaranteed. Even a
small error can lead to failure of the 4D-Var calculations.

Tangent-linear test

To build the TL model, the linearization is performed with respect to the local tangent of the model
trajectory.

Test of tangent linear is used to check the numerical correctness of TL version of the model through the
classical Taylor formula which provides an examination of the asymptotic behaviour, using perturbations
the size of which becomes infinitesimally small:

lim
λ→0

M(x+λδx)−M(x)
M(λδx)

= 1, (5.1)

where M is the model describing the time evolution of the model state, x, and δx is the model state
perturbation.

Figure 5.5 shows an example of the TL test result for an output value of the model equivalent to obser-
vations at the different model levels. The TL code is correct when there is a clear convergence to unity
based on Eq. 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the wrong (on the left) and the correct (on the right) TL test result for an output value of
the model equivalent to observations at the different model levels (NFLEV).

Adjoint test

The aim of this test is to check the correctness of the adjoint code with respect to its tangent linear
counterpart, i.e. to provide the so-called test of adjoint identity. This is based on the definition of adjoint.
The adjoint of a linearized operator, M, is the linear operator, M∗, such that:

∀x,∀y < M.x,y >=< x,M∗.y > (5.2)

where <,> denotes the inner product and x and y are input vectors.

An example of the AD test result is shown in Fig. 5.6. The adjoint is considered to be correct when
the TL inner product agrees with the adjoint inner product on around 10-12 digits at least to provide
a difference between these products which is ideally not more than few hundred times the zero of the
machine used for the test.

Figure 5.6: Example of the wrong (on the left) and the correct (on the right) AD test result for all outputs from the
radar and lidar observation operators.

It should be emphasized that it is absolutely essential to ensure that the TL and AD codes satisfy the test
to the level of machine precision, even when vectors are global 3D atmospheric states and even for time
integrations up to 12 or 24 hours. Thus getting the correct TL and AD is often very time consuming.
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6 Updating the cloud radar and lidar assimilation in CY48R1

The IFS model cycle CY48R1 was officially released for testing and experimentation towards the end
of October 2022. The operational implementation of cycle CY48R1 is currently planned for Q2 2023.
Although it will be the first new scientific model upgrade to run on Atos at ECWMF’s new Data Centre
in Bologna, it is the cycle CY47R3, previously running on Cray, which was the first cycle implemented
for the operational use on the Atos system on 18 October 2022. Based on the plans, the next new
cycle, CY49R1, is planned to be declared in June 2023, with the aim for operational implementation
by Q1 2024. But the dates might be reviewed based on when the cycle CY48R1 will actually become
operational. Therefore majority of experimentations and adjustments for the EarthCARE observations,
as a part of the pre-operational preparations, will be carried out using the cycle CY48R1. In the case of
some delays with cycle upgrades, the cycle CY48R1 might even still be operational at the EarthCARE
launch.

6.1 A brief summary of required work

Up to now, all major experimentations for cloud radar and lidar assimilation were carried out using the
cycle CY46R1 as described in the work package reports WP-2000, WP-3000, WP-4000 and WP-5000
(Fielding and Janisková, 2020, 2021a,b, 2022). As part of preparations to include the assimilation system
developments for cloud radar and lidar observation to the official release of CY48R1, it was necessary to
port them first from the cycle CY46R1 to CY47R1 (Section 4).

Once CY48R1 was declared, it was necessary to check whether the cloud radar and lidar assimilation
system was functional and up-to date in this new cycle. It was discovered that several updates must be
done based on:

- testing and experimentation using the cycle CY46R1 (i.e. developments, modifications and cor-
rections which were not yet ready or known when porting to an intermediate cycle CY47R1);

- requirements to make the system working when running IFS 4D-Var data assimilation under the
framework of the Object-Oriented Prediction System (OOPS, English et al., 2017) to be used from
the cycle CY48R1.

The lists of updated routines in CY48R1 are in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for the source code routines and scripts,
respectively.

The majority of the required updates were related to porting missing modifications and corrections from
the cycle CY46R1 to the cycle CY48R1. That applies to all routines in the directories arpifs/clradlid,
odb/bufr2odb and satrad/programs as listed in Tab. 6.1. The remaining source code routines (Tab. 6.1)
and scripts (Tab. 6.2) had to be updated to allow the cloud radar and lidar assimilation to run under
OOPS.

A lot of modifications to allow to run our development in the cycle CY48R1 (i.e. required changes be-
tween CY47R1, where we ported our developments, and the new cycle CY48R1) using either the original
IFS or OOPS-IFS systems were done by our colleagues dealing with the model cycle updates. Since the
cloud radar and lidar assimilation is switched off as default in CY48R1, checking that everything was
updated for using these observations and is functional in the new cycle, had to be done as part of of the
project after official cycle release. Many changes in some routines can appear even between two consec-
utive cycles as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 for the routine hop.F90 which is the master routine calling different
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arpifs/clradlid/cllidar driver.F90 arpifs/op obs/hdepart.F90
arpifs/clradlid/cllidar driver tl.F90 arpifs/op obs/hop.F90
arpifs/clradlid/cllidar driver ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradar driver.F90 odb/bufr2odb/b2o convert cllid.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradar driver tl.F90 odb/bufr2odb/b2o convert clrad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradar driver ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid cp overlap.F90 satrad/programs/bufr screen cllid.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid cp overlap tl.F90 satrad/programs/bufr screen clrad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid cp overlap ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid lidars.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid lidars ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid lut lidars tl.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid lut lidars ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid lut radars tl.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid lut radars ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid radars ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid get ad.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid put.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid bc err screen.F90
arpifs/clradlid/clradlid setup.F90

Table 6.1: Source code modifications for cloud radar and lidar observations required in the cycle CY48R1.

gen/bufr2odb gen/precllid
gen/ifsmin gen/preclrad
gen/link satrad data gen/prescat
gen/model gen/sstana
gen/oopsvar

Table 6.2: Script modifications for cloud radar and lidar observations required in the cycle CY48R1.

observation operators for all types of observations. The top of Fig. 6.1 shows changes done between
the cycle CY47R1 and CY48R1, including modifications for cloud radar and lidar observations, which
were done during a general update of the model cycle, and thus appeared directly in the official release of
CY48R1. However, our testing revealed that there were still some problems for our type of observations
to be resolved. The most difficult problem to solve appeared to be finding out how to account properly
for the bias correction of cloud radar and lidar observations when using the OOPS-IFS system. Al-
though, at the end it required rather small, but important, correction to be applied in the hop.F90 routine
as illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 6.1.

Once modifications of the routines listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 have been done, the first tests of assimi-
lating cloud radar and lidar observations in the cycle CY48R1 could be performed.

6.2 Testing and debugging of the development in CY48R1

In this section we detail the testing of all the developments for cloud radar and lidar assimilation after
they appeared in the official release of the IFS model cycle CY48R1.
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Update of hop.f90 routine from CY47R1 to CY48R1

Correction/modification of hop.F90 for bias correction in CY48R1

Figure 6.1: Example of changes in CY48R1: (top) update of hop.F90 routine, operator routine for all types of
observations, from the cycle CY47R1 to the cycle CY48R1 and (bottom) correction/modification in hop.F90 to
account for bias correction of cloud radar and lidar observations when using OOPS-IFS system in CY48R1.

6.2.1 Technical testing

Technical testing is the first step always needed after updating any development to the higher model
cycle. In the case of our assimilation developments, firstly such test is performed to ensure that the
cloud radar and lidar observations are recognized correctly and are passed through to the Observation
Data Base (ODB) properly. Secondly, after getting correct data in the ODB, a basic test of the 4D-Var
minimization is made in order to check the convergence of the system with the new observations and
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operators.

The following steps of the whole data assimilation process, all of them described in more details in the
previous sections, Section 3 and 4, were checked and successfully completed:

1. observation pre-screening processing,

2. data conversion from BUFR (Binary Universal Form for the Representation of meteorological
data) format to ODB,

3. reading observations into the main 4D-Var assimilation tasks from ODB,

4. high-resolution trajectory run,

5. blacklisting procedure to reject observations based on the defined criteria,

6. updating ODB by the background departures together with quality information for observations
after performing screening,

7. 4D-Var minimization process,

8. post-processing of observations and archiving them in MARS (Meteorological Archiving and Re-
trieval System of ECMWF).

Obviously, to accomplish all the technical testing is a rather complex process as it often involves debug-
ging parts of the system that are not working properly because of merging issues or changes in the higher
model cycle which need to be adapted for the new observations. For the cycle CY48R1, this process was
even more complex, because the testing had to be performed not only for the original IFS system, but
also for the new 4D-Var assimilation framework to be used for ECMWF’s IFS, OOPS. As mentioned
in Section 6.1 quite few changes and some corrections to the code were required to make it performing
properly using the cloud radar and lidar observations in CY48R1.

The technical test indicated that the observation cost function for cloud radar and lidar observations
is similar for the original IFS and the OOPS-IFS systems as expected (Fig. 6.2). This function is also
progressively decreased through 4D-Var iteration process (using the both systems) as required (not shown
here) and these new observations are properly stored in ODB and MARS. This is important sanity check
before we can progress with more scientific evaluation based on CY48R1. The first testing results of
4D-Var with cloud radar and lidar observations in the model cycle CY48R1 are summarized in Section
6.2.2.

6.2.2 First testing results of 4D-Var with cloud radar and lidar observations in CY48R1

As a first test of the ported assimilation system to CY48R1, a single-cycle analysis experiment is per-
formed at that cycle where observations of CloudSat radar reflectivity and CALIPSO lidar backscatter are
fed to the system in addition to all the regularly assimilated observations. The output of this experiment
is compared to an experiment using the model cycle CY46R1 used in our extended experimentations for
optimisation of observation impact on analysis (Fielding and Janisková, 2020) and on forecast (Fielding
and Janisková, 2021a). Two sets of experiments have to be run in CY48R1, one experiment using the
original IFS system and another experiment using the new OOPS-IFS system. A visual assessment of
this test is demonstrated on the portion of orbital track representing several model profiles containing
radar and lidar observations assimilated in the data assimilation window between 21:00 UTC 31 July
2007 and 09:00 UTC 1 August 2007 (Figs. 6.3 - 6.6).
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IFS 48R1

IFS-OOPS 48R1

Figure 6.2: Screen-shots of ifstraj outputs showing the cost function containing cloud radar reflectivity (CRFL)
and lidar cloud backscatter (CBSC) as used in: (top) the original IFS 4D-Var system and (bottom) IFS-OOPS
system in the cycle CY48R1.

To test that the observations have entered the ODB correctly, the superobbed CloudSat radar reflectivity
(Fig. 6.3) and CALIPSO lidar backscatter (Fig. 6.5) for cycles CY46R1 and CY48R1 are compared
against each other. Note that even though observations are very similar, they are not identical as one
would expect, because both CloudSat and CALIPSO data were updated to the latest versions since the
previous cycle (CY46R1) testing: to R05 version from R04 version for CloudSat and to V4.2 version
from V3.0 version for CALIPSO. Both, CloudSat and CALIPSO, had substantial differences in their pro-
cessing, particularly the cloud mask for CloudSat. Obviously, observations are bit-identical in CY48R1
(Fig. 6.4 and 6.6) whether using the original IFS or OOPS-IFS system as their processing is the same in
that case.

The first-guess (FG) values, model equivalent to observations, as well as the corresponding observation
errors are not the same for the cycles CY46R1 and CY48R1, since the model, providing input to obser-
vation operators, is changed between these cycles. However, the FG values and also observation errors
are broadly similar (Fig. 6.3, 6.5). The screening for both observation types is also similar. All these
values for the run using either original IFS system or the run using OOPS-IFS system in CY48R1 (Fig.
6.4 and 6.6) are very close to each other, although not identical. Whilst both runs are fed with the same
input data, using the different frameworks under which 4D-Var runs, leads to small differences which,
however, in the longer integrations should not be statistically significant, i.e. neither better nor worse
than the other.

Similarities in the model equivalent to observations between the model cycle CY46R1 and cycle CY48R1
is also demonstrated on Fig. 6.7 displaying the probability density function (PDF) distribution of the FG
departures of the model from both, the CloudSat cloud radar reflectivity and the CALIPSO cloud lidar
backscatter. Especially, after applying the bias correction and screening of observations, PDFs are quite
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Figure 6.3: Cross-sections of cloud radar reflectivity related variables corresponding to the portion of orbital
track on 31 July 2007 at 21:00 UTC. Panels show from top to bottom: observed CloudSat radar reflectivity (dBZ),
model equivalent (FG) radar reflectivity using the model background (dBZ), model equivalent (AN) radar reflec-
tivity using the model analysis from the assimilation experiment using all observations and radar and lidar, the
observation error (dB) assigned to the observations and screening value (blue colour = observations passed). The
cross-sections on the left panels correspond to outputs from the model cycle CY46R1, while the right panels are
for the cycle CY48R1, both using the original IFS system.

Figure 6.4: Same as Fig. 6.3, but the cross-sections on the left panels correspond to outputs from the model cycle
CY48R1 using the original IFS system, while the right panels are from the cycle CY48R1 using the OOPS-IFS
system.

similar. The PDF distributions from the model cycle CY48R1 using either the original IFS system or the
OOPS IFS system are nearly identical (Fig. 6.8).
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Figure 6.5: Same as Fig. 6.3, but for cloud lidar backscatter and CALIPSO attenuated backscatter (dBβ ).

Figure 6.6: Same as Fig. 6.5, but the cross-sections on the left panels correspond to outputs from the model cycle
CY48R1 using the original IFS system, while the right panels are from the cycle CY48R1 using the OOPS-IFS
system.

In the next step, the difference between the first guess and the analysis of the model equivalent for the
observations was assessed (Fig. 6.3 - 6.4). For both, radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter, the fit of
the analysis to the observations is improved compared to the first guess in the new cycle, CY48R1, as it
was also the case in CY46R1. The small differences in the FG values, observation error and screening is
obviously leading to the differences in analysed values consequently.
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Figure 6.7: Probability density function (PDF) distribution of the first guess departures of the model from: (on
top) CloudSat radar reflectivity (left) before and (right) after bias correction and screening; (on bottom) CALIPSO
lidar backscatter (left) before and (right) after bias correction and screening. The PDF distributions in blue are
from the model cycle CY46R1, while in red from the cycle CY48R1, both using the original IFS system.

As a final check of the consistency of the analysis between the cycles CY46R1 and CY48R1, Fig. 6.9
shows the analysis increments of both radar and lidar observations, as well as cloud related variables such
as temperature and relative humidity. Comparing these two cycles, one can clearly see that there are a
lot of similarities in obtained increments, except in temperature increments, where differences are large.
Small differences in increments between these two cycles for radar reflectivity, lidar backscatter, relative
humidity and cloud fraction can be explained by differences in the model code between the cycles.
However, the differences in temperature increments seemed to be alarming at the time we obtained them.
More detailed investigation and discussions with colleagues from the data assimilation team led to an
explanation of such different increments. It was realized that they are a consequence of using different
background error correlations in the vertical for temperature, whose climatological contribution was
significantly changed between cycles as illustrated in Fig. 6.11. The correlation is almost positive only
and the distribution is rather narrow in the cycle CY48R1, contrary to the much broader structure, with
positive and negative values used at the cycle CY46R1.

The differences in analysis increments between the runs using different framework for 4D-Var in the
cycle CY48R1 are small, but in general very similar, as illustrated in Fig. 6.10.

Overall, the performance of 4D-Var system assimilating cloud radar and lidar observations on the top
of regularly used observations is not very different for the cycle CY48R1 compared to CY46R1. The
differences can be attributed to the model changes over two cycles. These first test results are reassuring
as they indicate that cloud radar and lidar assimilation was successfully ported to CY48R1.
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.7, but the PDF distributions in blue are from the model cycle CY48R1 using the original
IFS system, while in red from the model cycle CY48R1 using the OOPS IFS system.

Figure 6.9: Analysis increments for the the portion of orbital track on 31 July 2007 at 21:00 UTC as in Fig. 6.3
and Fig. 6.5 for the model cycle CY46R1 (left column) and CY48R1 (right column), both using the original IFS
system. Panels from top to bottom show model-level increments of: radar reflectivity (dB), lidar backscatter (dB),
temperature (K), relative humidity (%) and cloud fraction.
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Figure 6.10: Same as Fig. 6.9, but the cross-sections on the left panels correspond to outputs from the model cycle
CY48R1 using the original IFS system, while the right panels are from the cycle CY48R1 using the OOPS-IFS
system.

Figure 6.11: Correlation between background temperature error at different model levels based on the cycle (left)
CY46R1 and (right) CY48R1 climatologies.
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7 Summary

Adaptation and maintenance of our assimilation system for cloud radar and lidar observations were
carried out in several stages during the whole project.

Stage 1:

During the first period, the assimilation system developed in the previous project (Janisková and Fielding,
2018) using CY43R1 was brought to CY46R1, which was the current cycle used at the beginning of
project in October 2019. This represented a big effort to move and adopt over 300 routines and scripts
over few cycles. There were not only many changes in the routines which needed to be modified to take
into account cloud radar and lidar observations, but also the new routines for these observations needed
to be adapted to CY46R1. Unfortunately all the porting had to be done manually, routine by routine,
without using some developing/version controlling software. This was the case because the software
used by CY43R1, Perforce, was replaced by Git in CY46R1.

All the subroutines and scripts required for cloud radar and lidar assimilation have been adapted during
that period. After successful compilation and a lot of debugging needed to make all previous devel-
opments working in CY46R1, first, mainly technical tests were done. The results of these tests were
presented in this report demonstrating that the updated system works. Successful update of cloud radar
and lidar assimilation to CY46R1 was very important step since it helps to secure all past development
for the future. Without this, operational use of cloud radar and lidar observations could not be imagined
and we would risk that hard work over many years would be lost.

Stage 2:

During the second period of WP-1000, the assimilation system development for cloud radar and lidar
observations was migrated from the model cycle CY46R1 to the cycle CY47R1. Regular updating of the
satellite cloud radar and lidar capability of the 4D-Var assimilation system and regular testing is crucial
to ensure its proper functionality and to keep track with the ECMWF model upgrades.

Basic testing of the developments in CY47R1 has been done. This involved a single-cycle analysis
experiment where observations of CloudSat radar reflectivity and CALIPSO lidar backscatter were in-
cluded to the assimilation system in addition to all the regularly assimilated observations. A comparison
of the output of this experiment with an experiment using the previous model version indicated that
the performance the of 4D-Var system assimilating these new observations is similar for CY46R1 and
CY47R1. These first test results were reassuring as they indicated that cloud radar and lidar assimilation
was successfully ported to CY47R1.

The updated and tested CY47R1 branch was subsequently merged into the official model cycle as part
of the preparations to move these developments to the model cycle CY48R1 in order to appear passively
in the operational code in 2022. Therefore, the CY47R1 branch also had to be tested for the bit repro-
ducibility of the system when cloud radar and lidar observations are switched off (i.e. to insure that
passive observations do not modify any integration of the operational code).

Stage 3:

During the third period, extensive assimilation experimentation was carried out with the aim of opti-
mizing impact of cloud radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter on analysis and the subsequent forecast.
Any issues discovered as part of such testing were addressed and the cloud radar and lidar assimilation
system was updated based on them. The system was also updated to include the new developments since
the project started: (i) a novel triple-column forward model taking into account subgrid condensate vari-
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ability in the computation of model equivalent to the observations together with its tangent-linear and
adjoint versions, (ii) optional specification of vertical correlations in the observation error, (iii) updated
bias correction scheme. The developments and modifications to the cloud radar and lidar assimilation
system required in order to account for additional observations, such as Doppler velocity, cloud extinc-
tion and Rayleigh backscatter, have also been included in the IFS system. Those included (i) observation
operators for the above additional observations, (ii) tangent linear and adjoint versions of the new op-
erators, (iii) observation handling of the new observation types into BUFR format, (iv) necessary ODB
developments.

Stage 4:

During the fourth period of WP-1000, the assimilation system for cloud radar and lidar assimilation was
tested in the most recent IFS model cycle, CY48R1. To ensure the correct functioning of the system
and make its performance comparable with the cycle CY46R1, where our extensive experimentations
and adjustments were done during this project as described in WP-2000, WP-3000, WP-4000 and WP-
5000 (Fielding and Janisková, 2020, 2021a,b, 2022), some modifications and corrections were required.
Some updates were necessary to account for developments, modifications and corrections from the cycle
CY46R1 which were not yet ready or known when porting the system for the new observations to an in-
termediate cycle CY47R1. These modifications were rather straightforward and easy to adapt comparing
to some changes required to make the system working when running IFS 4D-Var data assimilation under
the framework of the OOPS.

Basic testing of the developments in CY48R1 have been done. This involved a single-cycle analysis
experiment where observations of CloudSat radar reflectivity and CALIPSO lidar backscatter were in-
cluded to the assimilation system in addition to all the regularly assimilated observations. A comparison
of the output of this experiment with an experiment using older model version indicated that cloud radar
and lidar assimilation was successfully ported to CY48R1. Time permitting during this project, 4D-Var
experiments using these new observations will be extended for the longer period to re-check impact of
these observations on analysis and the subsequent forecast in this more recent cycle.
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List of Acronyms

4D-Var Four-Dimensional Variational Assimilation
AD ADjoint
AN Analysis
ATLID ATmospheric LIDar
BUFR Binary Universal Form for the Representation of meteorological data
CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
CALIPSO Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation
CloudSat NASA’s cloud radar mission
CCMA Compressed CMA (used for active observations after screening)
CMA Central Memory Array (used for observations at ECMWF)
CPR Cloud Profiling Radar
EarthCARE Earth, Clouds, Aerosols and Radiation Explorer
ECFS ECMWF’s File Storage system
ecFlow ECMWF’s work-flow manager enabling to run large number of programs
ecFlowview graphical user interface to display the status of experiment tasks
ECMA Extended CMA (used for all observations before screening)
ECMWF European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
ESA European Space Agency
FG First Guess
HSRL High-Spectral Resolution Radar
IFS Integrated Forecasting System of ECMWF
I/O Input / Output
MARS Meteorological Archiving and Retrieval System
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
OBS OBServations
ODB Observation Data Base
OOPS Object-Oriented Prediction System
PDF Probability Density Function
prepIFS user unterface to prepare IFS experiment
SQL Structured Query Language
T95,T159,T399 Model grid with spectral truncation T95, T159, T399
TL Tangent Linear
UTC Universal Time Coordinated
VarBC Variational Bias Correction
WMO World Meteorological Organization
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